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Optional Deferment RankingOffered

EGYPTIAN

At the end of the current
quarter. the Registrar's Office will rank all full-time.
male. undergraduate students
who are interested in maintainance of their l1-S deferments.
Students have the option of
whetber this information is
sent to their boards: students
may ask that a report not be
sent. the Registrar's Office
announced.
These rankings will be sent
either in late June or early
July and the student will receive a copy of the report
sent to his local Selective
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n, 1967
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Service board. The reporrwill
indicate the college year the
student is in (determined by
the number of hours he has
passed) and whether he ranks
in the upper quarter. upper
half, upper two-thirds, upper
t h r e e-quarters or lower
quarter (whichever is highest
for him) of his class.
In determining the student's
ranle. his overall average is
used.
According to Selective Service regulations, a student
needs to be within the following ranleings in order to be
eligible for Il-S consideration

basis upon class rank: freshmen, upper half; sophomore.
upper two-thirds; juniors, upper three-fourths: and
seniors, upper fourth.
Students may not specify
that part of the information
in a report be sent and not
another part. Should a student ask the Registrar's Office not to send a report on
him. the student is no longer
considered to be eligible for
the l1-S deferment.
Additional information may
be received from Mrs. Corne 11
in the Registrar's Office.

Council Approves
Residential A rea
Shopping Center

POLICEMAN'S HOLIDAY-These cycles, each
bearing a ticket for overtime parking, were
caught occupying an expired parking meter stall
Monday afternoon in front of Woody Hall. Alto-

Faeulty Views to Be Polled

The Carbondale CityCouncil
came within one vC'te of vetoing
a decision by the Plan Commission which reinterpreted
zoning regulations for Lewis
Park Meadows. a development
area on the east side of Wall
St. at Grand Ave.
At its formal meeting Monday night. the City Council reviewed action by the Plan
Commission to allocate IS
acres of Lewis Park Meadows
for a shopping center.
Councilman Frank Kirk said
the Plan Commission had exceeded its authority in ininterpreting the zoning for this
area to include a large
shopping area.
Councilman William Eaton
said the area bad heen zoned
as a "primeresidentialarea"
gether nine were ticketed in the same stall. and initially it was intended
that only smallUneighOOrhood
Usually somebody drops an occasional penny to
businesses" would be allowed.
keep theofficer away, but this time the stratKirk said the Plan Comegy failed.
mission's action was "in effect. an amendmenttothezoning ordinance and zoning ordinances are decided by the

· · t er 11l
·
· CityKirkCouncil."
• tem Questlonnalre
and Eaton recomCoune,·, t 0 AdmInIs
mended that the Council recind
the action by the Plan Commission and seek an inOn Two Campus Administrative Structure terpretation
from the CorBy Holim Kim
The faculty on both SIU
campuses are being polled
concerning what kind of administrative structure the
University ought to adopt.
An H-item questionnaire
prepared by the Faculty Council has been sent out this
week, to be returned by April
17.
The survey parallels President Delyte W. Morris's efforts to enlist faculty help in
determining whether the two
campuses of SIl! ought to be
governed by a single administration or separately.
The matter of governance.
a term given to the general
problem of administrative
structure. issues from the
state Master Plan fl)r education. Phase n of the Master
Plan provides for grouping of
university "systems:· SIU
being one.
The SID system, according
to the latest decision of the
state Higber Board of Education. is to develop its own
plan for governance. The oneUniversity idea. according to
which the two campuses are
to be governed by a single
central administration. has
once been widely circulated
as representing the official
policy. But now the president
is trying to find out what the

the preparation of the questionnaire.
David Kenney, associate
professor of government who
teaches a methods course. was
named chairman of the ad hoc
committee on central governance of the University and
was largely responSible for
the design of the survey.
The first six items on the
questionnaire are factual
items; four ask opinions on a
five-point scale; the last is
open-ended.
Both the president and the
F acuity Council hope to receive a high rate of return
from the survey in view of
the disappointingly low response to the president's
Visitors to the sixth annual earlier bid for letters.
Open House at VTI April 28
and 30 will see a demonstration of full-color offset printing.
Students in the two-year
printing technology program
Ann Marie Obressa, a lyricat VTl will be making runs
during the event on a Heidel- coloratura soprano. will give
berg offset press recently in- a ct>nceTt A.?ril 24 in Shryock
stalled in the shop. Heidelberg Auditorium.
Miss Obressa has won many
representatives will also be
on hand. according to EdCor- contests including that of
nell. faculty chairman of the finalist in the Metropolitan
Opera Auditions. She has sung
program.
Guided tours of the VTl with major opera companies.
Campus. nine miles east of oratorio societies and symCarbondale on Old Route 13. phonics in the Un~ted Stat'es.
will be given from I) a.m. She is presently a voice coach
to 5 p.m. April 28. and from at Friends University in
Wichita. Kansas.
1 to 5 p.m. April 30.

faculty members are thinking
about it.
To date, response to the
president's invitation to the
faculty-at-large to write him
personal letters on the matter
is described as light.
The survey by the Faculty
Council was initially started
by the council for its own
purpos~. But a kind of coordination was achieved when
the president appeared at the
last Faculty Council meeting
and eventually participated in

Printing Students
PltmDenwIltftralion

Visiting Soprano
To Give Concert

city had made other provisions such as the SideChannel Reservoir project
now under study.
Mehrhoff said he hoped the
city would have its own water
resources by the time the
contract with the Government
expired in 1970.
Councilman Eaton urged
that all efforts be made to
complete the Side-Channel
Reservoir project before the
expiration of the Crab Orchard
contract.
The Council also received
approval from the Illinois
State Highway department to
install

left-turn signals at

Main and Illinois andMainand
University streets.
The city had requested the
installation of left-turn signals at other intersections, but
the highway department turned
these requests down because it
said it felt the traffic flow did
not warrant them.
The Council also recertified
election judges for the general
election a week from today.
The recertification of judges
became a source of conflict
during last weeks informal
council meeting when Kirk
charged there had be~n some
"e lec tion" irregularities
during the primaries.

poration Counsel on zoning
regulations for the area.
Mayor D. Blaney supported
the action by the Plan Commission and thought it was too
late to make any changes.City
Manager C. William Norman
.vas in agreement with the
Mayor.
Eaton and Kirk's recommendation was put to a vote
which resulted in a stalem:ne.
Councilman Joseph Ragsdale
abstained and Gene Ramsey
voted against the recommendation along With Mayor
Miller. The tie vote was
equivalent to a rejection of
the recommendation.
The decision of the Plan
Commission to allow 15 acres
of the development site to be
allocated to a shopping center
was allowed to stand.
In other business, the Council received a lener from L.A.
Mehrhoff, project manager of
the Crab Orchard Wildlife
Refuge. refusing a request by
the city to increase the water
quota taken fro m Crab
Orchard Lake.
Mehrhoff said the request
was not in keeping with the
city's contract With the Federal Government regulating
the amouO£ of water WIthdrawn
daily.
Gus says he was just getThe project manager wrote
that the use of water from the ting accustomed to amateur
night
on the TV network newsiake was intended to be a
temporary program unril the casts.

Gus Bode
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SIU Foreign
Roster Climbs

Public Relations

Workshop

300 Per Cent

Scheduled
Thursday
Southern Illinois Inc. and
the Department of Journalism
are cosponsoring a free public
relations workshop Thursday
which will be open to the
public.
The workshop, part of the
fourth annual Journalism
Week. will be heldfrom9a.m.
to 4 p.m. and will feature top
public relations executives.
J. Carroll Bateman, general
manager of the Insurance Institute, New York City. and
1967 president of the Public
Relations Society of America.
will be the featured speaker at
a luncheon in the University
C;-nter. Cost of the meal will
be $2.
Bateman is a former newspaper reporter in Baltimore
and has done public relations
work for railroads and the
Milk Industry Foundation.
Registration for the workshop will begin at 8:30 a.m.
in the Serninar Room of the
Agriculture Building. Sessions will be held from 9 to
11:30 a.m. and from 1:30 to
-t p.m.
In the morning a panel from
St. Louis will speak on public
relation as practiced by corporate public relations personnel. Panel members will
be Roy Moskop of Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., who
will speak on general public
relations and employee and
career opportunities: John J.
Spano of the Monsanto Co.,
and Robert Hochingson of the
Falstaff Brewing Corp., who
will talk on finance and shareowner relations.
An afternoon panel will have
as its topic public relations as
conducted by counselors.
Panelists will be James R.
Hanson of James R. Hanson &
Associates of St. Louis; Daniel
J. Edelman of Daniel J. Edelman and ASSOCiates, Inc., Chicago; and Robert A. Drohlick.
of Robert A. Drohlick AsSOCiates, Inc., St. Louis.

Crime Researcher
Gels 83,865 Award
An SIU crime researcher
has been awarded a federal
grant of $3,1165 to conduct a
follow-up study on members of
a juvenile gang in Chicago.
Leon Jansyn of the Center
for the Study of Crime. Delinquency and Corrections
received notification of the
grant from U.S. Rep. Kenneth
J. Gray.
J lInsyn first stud ied the group
in 1957 when he was engaged
as a counselor for the Illinois
Institute of Juvenile Research.
Results of that study were
published in the American
SoCiological
Review. The
follow-up study, a four-month
project, will be concerned with
the same group, now in the
mid-twenties age bracket,
after a lapse of 10 years.

TICKET LINEUP--About 25 students stayed
overnight to get first opportunity to buy tickets
to the Herb Alpert show scheduled May 7 for the
SlU Arena. On the right is Lorraine Seiner, ti-

cket supervisor for Arena shows. Leaning over
to obtain his tickets is Gary Gillet, a sophofrom Moweaqua. By Monday afternoon half of
the total available tickets had been sold.

Planning for Student Boom

Finnish Educator Studies SIU
Finnish universityadministrators are looking to examples set by schools in the
U.S. to fortify their own institutions against a booming
student population and
modernization.
The University of HelSinki
is bulging With 22,000 students. T he University of
Tamptre now holds 5,500 students, but that number is
expected to jump to 10,000
by 1970, according to paavo
O. Koli, president of the University of Tampere.
Koli spent Monday and
Tuesday at 'l1U studying patterns of development early in
the week. He is one of three
presidents of FinniRh universities touring and studying
higher education in the U.S.
"One of the basic problems
with Finnish univerRities is
that their model fororganization has been [he classical
German model. But that has
become unfit for modern higher education.
"The facilities in the Unired
States are very modern and we
are studying patterns of educational development here:'
he said.
The city of Tampere bas
given the university there

1.000 acres of land for future universities were alike in
expansion. Koli said.
many respects, but that they
He said that U.S. and Finnish differed in at least two ways_
First, Finnish universities
stress independent study. and
have considerably fewer hours
of lecture per week.
In addition, each department
has irs own version of a student council. These councils
funnel problems and ideas to
an administrative council for
Approximately 1,000 sheets review.
Males and females live on
of paper are used weekly in the
new rental Xerox machines. ~eparate floors of the same
according to William C. Gard residence hall. but "we don't
of Auxiliary Enterprises, the have any panty raids," Koli
campus organization respon- added.
sible for its operation.
"The machines located at
Thompson Point. University
Park, and in the University
Center have proven to be a
successful service to the students and faculty:' Gard said.
ILLINOIS
He added that although no
profit is gained by Auxiliary
NOJV PLA. rING!
Enterprises. neither is any
WEEKDAY MATINEES 2,00 P.M.
loss SUffered.
WEEKDAY EVENINGS 8:00 P.M.
A Ux iii a r y Enterprises.
3 SHOWS SATURDAY & SUNDAY
which rents the machines
1:30 - .:.5 - 8:00 P.M.
from the Xerox Corporation,
supplies the paper to the
offices /lear the machines.

New Copying
Machines Get
Good Workout

VARSITY

CARBONDALE

Daily Egyptian
na~~:::ls~e':'~a~he t~~~m.";~~~ ~~u:;
throughout

HOU8ehold JVorluhop

[nc

1

WINNEROF6
ACADEMY AWARDS I

••__....

Aone-day workshop on [0da y' s household equipment and
appliances will be held at SIU
April 29~ according to Betty
Jane Johnson, chairman ofthe
Department of Home and
Family.
Sessions will be held in the
Family Living Laboratory of
the Home Economics Building
from 8 a.m. to 4:15.

$1111. .
PH. 451·5685

!

ENDS TONITE!
"Fistful of Dollars"
8:15
"AMBUSH BAY"
6:15& 9:15

... Starts Wed!

1

Whatever happened
to "Our Man Flinf'?

I'm back
inaction
in the Virgin Islands...

Dr1Dlllm

school year .. except. during

University yacarlon periods" examina.tion

Scheduled April 29

Foreign student enrollmer.t
at SIC has nearly tripled since
IQ60, according to records of
the International Student Center.
In 1960, there were 25~for
eign students enrolled at SIVa
At present the enrollment has
reached 637 with 82 countries
represented.
Of these students, 272, over
one third, are from the Far
East. Students from the Near
and Middle East number 133.
Africa. 70; Latin America, 46;
South ASia, 45; Europe, 31;
North
America,
30; and
Oceania, 10.
China ranks first in foreign
student enrollment at SIU
having 85- students st... _qing
here. Iran is second with 7i.
Other countries within the top
ten. in order, are Hong Kong,
India, Korea, Thailand, Japan,
Jordan, Philippines. andVietnama
Over half of the students are
working on graduate degrees.
Ninety-seven are freshmen.
76 sophomores. 56 juniors,
and 43 seniors.
One third of the students
concentrate on the liberal arts
and sciences as their major
field of study. Education and
business rank third and fourth
as major areas of study with
technology as fifth.
Eighteen agencies sponsor
93 of the foreign students.
These include the Agency for
International
Development,
African Scholarship Program
for American Universities,
Institute for International
Education and others

weeks, and legal holidays by Southern
Illinois University. Carbonu.:4lc,. Illinois
f>2901. Second class postage paid at
Carbondale. illinoiS 62901.
Policies uf [he Egyptian arc the re-

FI!NT

sponsibility of the cditocs .. SlI:alememS

published her..: do not necL'ssarily reneet the opinion of the administration:
or any dt.·partment of the University..
Editorial and business officl.:s localed
In Iluildin;: 'f .48. I'lscal officer.lloward
R. Long. -relephone "53-235".
Editorial Confcrt!'nce: Dianne B.
l\ndcrson. Tim W.. Ayers" John Kevin
Cole. Robert A. Eist.·n ao Robert Forbes..
George Knemeyer .. William r\. Kindt ..
Michael L. Nauer. Margaret E .. Per~z:.
L. Wade Roop.. Ronald 1::. Seres. and
Thomas B. Wood Jr.

START "THE
CARL REINER-EVA IIARIE SAINT
"FORTUNE COOKIE"
JACK LEMMON-WALTER IIATrHAU

STARTS WEDMESDAY
"GEORGY GiRL"
JAMES MASON-LYNN RE·'GRAVE
"W'-LX. DON"'r RUN" CARY

START 1:00 ..... HE RUSSIANS
CARL REINER-EVA MAR[E SAINT
"FORTUNE COOKIE"
}ACK LEMMON-WALTER MA... THAU

MEfR(}GOO'JNYN·MAVER
PRESlN1$

AOOO PONTI ffiOCtlCTION

DAVID LEAN'S FILM
OF BORIS PASTERNAKS

DOCTOR

ZHMGO
IN PNMVISIOW MO METROCOlOIl

CHILDREN 75c
WEEKDAY MATINEES
ADULTS SUO
WE!I!KDAY MATINEES

STARTS WEDNESDAY

ALL DAY SATURDAY & SUNDAY

MICHAEL -:- AINE b .. ALFIE"

4LL PASSES SUSPEN;)ED
ilURING THIS ENGAGEMENT-

A\lOROtlS ADVENTURES OF MOLL FLANDE-R$"

II
r,

·~1?,:
-~
,~
<j

.

•.

. ~-,
~.-:::.

~. . ~
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Shown at 7:00 & 9:10
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Activities

TV Programs Headed
By Halsey's Biography

Children's
Concert in
Auditorium
The Department of Geograph}
will have a lecture in the
Library Auditorium at 8
p.m. today.
A Children's Concert will be
held at 2:30 p.m. in Shyrock
Auditorium.
Navy Recruiting will take
place in Rooms E and H
of the University Center
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
WRA Track and Field Club
will meet in McAndrew Stadium at 3 p.m.
WRA tennis will mE'et on the
north courts at " p.m.
WRA Modern Dance Club will
meet in the Women's Gym
at 7 p.m. in Room 208.
I:1tramural softball will meet
on the practice field at 4
p.m.
Council for Exceptional Children, Chapter321, will meet
in Room 105 of the University School~· 7:30 p.m.
Noon Movie can be seen from
12:10 p.m. to 1 p.m. in the
Library Auditorium.
VTI Student Advisory Council
will meet in Room C of the
UniversityCenter at 7 p.m.
Parents Day Steering Committee will meet in Room D
of the University Center
at 9:30 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Psi will hold a
business meeting in the Agricultural Seminar Room at
9 p.m.
Apgel Flight will rehearse in
Muckelroy Auditorium in
the Agiruclturc Building and
Arena at 8 p.m.
Society of Sigma Xi Chapter
wUI have a lecture in Davis
Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Latin American Institute will
have a Pan American Festival meeting in the Studio
Theater at 6 p.m.
Crab Orchard Kennel Club
will meet in the Agricultural
Building Reom 216 at7p.m.
The Department of Journalism
will have a graduate student
seminar meeting in Home
Economics Family Living
Lab at 7:30 p.m.
VTI Data Processing Club is
having a meeting in the Agricultural Building Room
224 at 7 p.m.
The Physiology Department
is having a Biophysics Lectt:re Program in the Library
Auditorium at 3 p.m.
ROTC wiII have an examination in Lawson 101 at 7:30
p.m.
International Relations Club
will hold interviews in Room
E of the University Center
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Student Work Office will hold
interviews in Room B of
the University Center from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The Young Republicans will
meet in the University Center ·from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
ia Room H.
Stu Sailing Club will have an
Executive Board meeting in
Room D of the Universitv
Center at 4 p.m.
.

A review of the week's 8 p.m.
events in Vietnam will be preNew DimE:nsions in
sented on "Vietnam Percation.
spective" at 2 p.m. today on
WSIU Radio.
11 p.m.
Moonlight SE:renadE:.
Other programs:

2:~0

p.m.
This Week at the U.N.

3:10p.m.
Concert Hall.

Th~

Roundtablf".

B~lt,)it CoU~ge

5:30 p.m.
Music in the Air.
7 p.m.

'Viet Nam Perspective' Leads
WSIU -Radio Schedule Today

E du-

Robert D. Russell
To Represent sir

12:30 p.m.
New,; Report.

BBC Science Magazine.
7:45 p.m.
Great Lives After 55.

,

Robert D. Russell of thE:
department of health education
and his wife, Lenore, hav"
been named Danforth Associates representing SIC.
This program is one of the
Danforth Foundation's efforts
to recognize and encourage
good teaching and to assist in
personalizing the educational
process.
Russell. a native of Long
Beach, Calif., who has his
doctorate from Stanford Cniversity. is in his second year
at SIU. He said he and Mrs.
Russell would develop personal relationships With students,
especially as they pertain to
toJgher education. Since he has
been here. he said. every class
he has taught has met at least
once in their home, and they
would continue to have home
gatherings.
Announcement of the appoints came from Robert Rankin, associate director of The
Danforth Foundation, St.
Louis. which annually awards
fellowships to tOP students for
graduate study.

Other programs:
The controversial problem
of premarital love affairs is
the issue that faces social 4:30 p.m.
What's New: "Folk Songs."
worker Neil Breck in "Age
of Consent" on "East Side.
The Hill House, a non-deWest Side" at 10 J:.m. today 5 p.m.
nominational Christian educaFriendly Giant.
on WSIU-TV.
tional center sponsored by
the Grace Methodist anci First
6:30 p.m.
The Glory Trail: "Yester- Methodist Churches of Carday the Coyote Song." Part bondale, Is being offered as a
meeting place for groups from
I.
the Southern Hills area.
7 p.m.
Groups being formed inSpectrum: "Flying at the clude a weekday morning disBottom of the Sea."
cussion group for mothers, a
9:30 a.m. Sunday adult study
After some 20 yearo; sergroup and a breakfast disvice, the washed-off green 8 p.m.
Passport 8--Bold Journey: cussion group for men.
quonset hut, Building T -58,
"Swampland Shangri-La."
has outlived its usefulness at
Hill House continues to ofStu and is being torn down
fer a children's Sunday school
by a four-man crew of state 9 p.m.
from
9:30 to 10:15 ll.m. each
Creative Person:"Richard
employes.
Sunday morning for children
Williams."
2OtII1mURY·fOX PRESENTS
The quonset, declared surfrom 3 to 7 years of age.
plus property by the Univer9:30
p.m.
Anyone
interested
in
any
sity. was given back to the
Biography: "Admiral Hal- of the Hill House activities
state which in turn offered
sey."
may caIl 457-8665.
the building [0 the Vienna State
Prison. At Vienna, probable
plans for the hut ·include using
it as a shelter for cattle.
Before demolition began on
Monday. the structure, near
the Women's Gymnasium,
measured 140 feet long and
in Steak House till 5)
41 feet wide.
Antonioni's
(in Little Brown Jug or
The original quonset, built
Pine
Room anytime)
in the 1940s, measured 80 feet
by 41 feet and was used for
\ VaNSSG ledgrave
men's physical education
': Oo".d Hemmu'\9\ • Saroh MIles
classes and varsity wrestCOlOlt
ling. Late in 1952, plans were
completed and work was begun
on a 60-foot addition to the
hut, nearly doubling its floor
space from 3,280 square feet
to 5,740.
In recent years, the structure also served a dual purpose. Materials were stored
there for an emergency Civil
Defense hospital, and the percussion students in the SIU
M'boro Country
bands and ensembles used it
for a practice room.
Today. the Civil Defense
emergency unit has been
moved to the basement of
~.~,
A beautifuI9-hole. 3 por lighted golf course.
Neely Hall where better facil(From 60 to 168 yords)
ities exist. The percussionists
now practice on the stage of
the old Southern Playhouse or
in Building T -37.
/~
Also

Churches Provide
Meeting House

Quonset Hut
Comes Down
For State Use

ENDS TONITE

"Ii

Ham & Beans
w.ith cornbread

80 (

BLOW-UP

Steakhoo8e

Go Where the Action Is

-0 PEN _

RIVERVIEW GA·RDENS

...

t-~;J;~ NIGHTGOLF!
'I/;

~
/

'.,: J1i

LOOK FOR
-OUR THURSDAY AD

crrOr
~
~ilu'trr· ~bop

. MURDALE SHOPPING CEH'rER
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BA. TTING CA.GES

with FULLY AUTOMATIC pitching machines

• DRIVING RANGE

e PADDLEBO:\TS

• PUTT.AROUNDGOLF

•
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~

BOATR:\~IPS
(to Muddy River)

I.tb
'

RIVERVIEW GARDENS

Route 13
East Murphysboro
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'OOPS -SORRY ABOUT THAT. ACTUALLY I WAS JUST DIGGING
A TUNNEL UNDER THE IC TRACKS.'
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Traffic Officer Might Help
Ease Predicaments
The Carbondale traffic is
bad at all times. but particularly at rush hour!;.
Countless students and employes have been late for
classes or work because of
the traffic jams. A commuter
or resident coming into the
heart of the cIty from any
direction is no newcomer t<>
traffic congestion.
The lines of automobiles
consistently strech from the
city limits to the railroad
tracks from the east andfrom
the city limits to Oakland Avenue from the west.
Traffic signal lights seem
to be wholly inadequate for
controlling and directing the
mass of metal. Trying to turn
off Main Street during the rush
hours is about as difficult as
trying to arrange a conversation with the president. It's
nearly impossible.

The Carbondale Police Department could be of great
assistance by directing traffic
at the critical hours. Surely
they could be spared from
their patrol duty for a few minutes of traffic control duty
each day. If this could not
be arranged, maybe the city
could investigate the hiring of
one or two traffic officers.
University Police are to be
commended for their part in
keeping the congestion on

campus to a mInImum. At
nearly every hour, they ar.:
busy directing traffic-and
they do a very good job.
Why couldn't the Carbondale
Police Department do the
same? They would probably be
of more assistanc ... to citizens
by directing traffic at th ...
critical hours rather than
"patrolling their beat."
Bob Forbes

Spring Is for Color
Spring comes.
that make the student wonder
And with it comes all the why the heck he came to SIU
colors that go with a rebirth in the first place.
of life after a dead winter.
Green are the buds and the
Gray is the color of the leaves on rhe trees. Also
sky over Carbondale for a- it is the woozy color of StUabout two weeks in April. dents on Sunday morning after
These are the wet, wet weeks Saturday night.
Black are nights, but not
in the spring. Even in the
dark of tbe newest moon in
the cloudiest sky. the nights
are lighted by the eyes of
the couple strolling around
Ebony, and your own pure the lake.
white newspapers empbasize
Blue. or sewage purple. is
the bias in tnls article. 1 the color of Crab Orchard
shall never forget the mut- Lake in tbe spring. These
ilated face of Emmet Till colors also match a student's
torchered. beaten to a pulp. spirits when the grades come
and finally killed by a white in June and he realizes he
gang for "whistling at " a spent too many Saturday nigbts
white woman. That same gang strolling around Crab Orprouldy proclaimed its guilt chard Lake.
with impunity and was never
Kevin Cole
even indicted.
This type of incident bas
multiplied itself from slavery
to now. Yet who has heard
In recent speeches .::'.
of any man -black or whitebeing prosecuted With the full statements the Rev. Dr. \rar~
strength of the law for tin Luther King Jr. has liCK
his personal opposition tr
"raping'· a black woman.
Trapped in the bottom of a war in Vietnam with thecn::slick-sided barrel, our men of Negro equality intheL'nirect
are denigrated from birth to States. The war, he argues,
death. Violently but vainly should be stopped not only.
grappling up those slick sides because it is a futile war
has taught him that his race waged for the wrong ends but
that lines the bottom provides also because it is a barrier
the only safe energy outlet to social progress in this
that be (like any other man) country and therefore preneeds. Havil'g no other alter- vents Negroes from achieving
native and no preventive he their just place in American
unleashes his energy against life.
This is a fusing of two
his own kind. The white law
permits and encourages this public problems that are disracial suicide. And you can tinct and separate. By drawthis an advantage! Well. it ing them together, Dr. King
has done a disservice to both.
is---for the white man.

Letters to the Editor
o verpaes Needed
To the editor:
One s[Udent was killed on
Route 51. How many more will
pay in blood for an overpass
that was to be built last summer?
Student safety should be one
of the main concerns 01 a
university president and it was
one of the main reasons for
removing the motorcycles.
This action was swift, but
lack of any action on the
bridge, a real safeguard. has
already taken one life and even
in two years ground for it
has still not been broken.
Although the university administration says some of the
delays were caused by lack
of money. it seems curious
to me that there was enough
money to rip up the old motorcycle lots near the University
Center and to plant grass in
its place.
They also had enough money
to plant the Lawson Woods and
to pay for a bulldozer and a
grader to rip up Grand Avenue.
I\lthough it is true that this
would not be enough to finance
the bridge. it would be a start.
Perhaps a few other campus
beautification projects could
be postponed and fund!'; that
have been allocated to them
could be shifted to the funds
that would be used for the
construction of the bridge.
I am quite sure that the
S.I.U. Students would be willing to sacrifice the beauty of a
few trees and rocks to provide
safety for their fellow students
since you and your board of
trustees so nobly sacrificed
our freedom and mobility in
the interests of our safety by
removing the "cycles."
There are those who say
that I am wrong and that the
"cycles" were removed because of personal vengence
and that President Morris
doesn't give a damn about student safety of conditions as
long as he has his beautiful
campus.
I hope they are wrong in this
belief and that the student body
won't have [0 pay another life
for this prucrastination.
Michael Ainslie

Right Handling
To the editor:
R£ogarding recent articles
critical of the administration"s holding up the registration of the three students
who had written derogatory
material for KA, I should like
to venture the opinion that
the administration has shown
rem;.rkable restraint and
patience in dealing with the
aforementioned students.
Immediate expulsion would
have been more appropriate
for those writing some of
the articles as well as for
those whose job it is to decide
what material is to be published.
Intelligent.
constructive
criticism is one thing; slanderous, vulgar. irresponsible
and unfair tirades are another
maner.
I get the feeling while
reading some oftheir material
that they get carried away by
their own cleverness. Also, it
is possible that they are just
a slightly older edition of the
six-year-old with some new
four-letter word shockers.
Much of the KA materia1
seems to have emanated from

Feiife r
r;meM F.G&5.

o~e

/

#.tAKe 1UM HALf A LtA\F.
I

under a rock and should never
see the light of day.
I. for one, do not feel that
these {tudents have been
treated in a high-handed manner; rather. in view of the
malicious and bitter articles
they wrote, that they have
been. accorded much greater
tolerance than they exhibited.
Virginia Anderson

What Advantage?
To the editor:
In reference to article of
April 6. 1967 : Double Standards Working To Advantage
of Negroes
The above biased and distorted article
advocated
stricter
prosecution
of
"favored" black criminals. It
obscured the point that courts
seldom harshly prosecute Negroes ·as long as they kill,
rape, or rob ether Negroes.
Any black pimp, hustler, or
right-guy
knows that the
American court itches to fry,
imprison, or draft him if he
makes
any strong efforts
against
the white man.
criminal or otherwise.
My experiences of having
read
Jet Magazine. The
C hicago Defender. even gentle

Briefly Editorial

Tena Lockett

- New York Times
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Fhat Kind oj F orld ?

Sports Accent
Mars Purpose
Of University
By Robert :\T. Hutchins

An Editor's View

White Man's Stature Cut in Half,
Rises Again to 6-Foot Medium
By Jenkin Lloyd Jones
(General Features Corp.)
Twenty-six years ago most Orientals thought
that the White Man was eight feet tall.
Twenty-five years ago they thought the White
Man was only four feet tall.
Now most of them tMnk he's about six feet
tall.
The eight-foot White Man was armed with firepower and organization. The conquiest of the
primitive island peoples of the East Indies had
been easy. Only imaginative diplomacy plus an
unnavigable river kept Thailand from falling
into the hands of European powers. The rest
of Southeast Asia succumbed quickly.
The Chinese watched with helpless fury as
Europeans carved out "treaty ports," and as
Europeans, Americans and the Japanese demanded
and gained extra-territorial rights and the
privilege of sending their gunboats deep into the
interior. When frustration triggered the Boxer
uprising in 1900, the spastic Chinese dragon
couldn't coordinate its teeth, claws and tail.
and was beaten to the ground.
Only the Japanese refused to believe that the
White Man was eight feet tall. They measured
the Rus,;ians carefully and 1904 and '05 licked
them handily to the cheers, oddly enough, of
most Americans.
The Europeans comforted themselves with the
thought that Nicholas of Russia was weak. his
fleets old, his vanquished armies at the end of
a 6,O(JO-milc supply line. But the Japanese began
to muse upon their growing industrial and military
might, and the rich but wea.kly-held oriental
empires oi the White Men.
The fall uf the White Man in Asia during the
winter months uf 1942 was spectacular. Even
the Japanese were amazed. In one hour of the
morning of December 7. 19-11. America's Pacific
naval power was cut by one-third. On Christmas
Day Hong Kong fell. By January 30 the Japanese
had swept up the whole of Indo-China and the
Malayan Peninsula. On February 15 the world
was staggered to learn that the "impregnable"
fortress of Singapore was gone.
But much more was gone. too -- the myth of
White invincibility. The native leVies on which
the Whirc overlords had counted increasingly in
their desperation simply vanished disconsolawly
in the jungIt>s. By March 5 Lt.Cen. H. ter Poorten
sadly admit~ed that guerrilla warfare on Java
would be impossible. The natives would betray
any Dutch soldiers.
And in thL' month of April we drank the bitterest
tea. The brave defense of Baraan was over. On
April 9 70.IIUU men began the Death March at
~Tarivdcs. By April 19 the last of the 5-1.000
survivors were herded into Ca.mp O'Donnell.
in [h;;> sensL'less brutalities a cloud passed across
[hI.' Risin!!, SUllo
for [here i.:; a parallel b,,'twecn the behavil1r
of th~' Japancs,_' soidi;;>ry in Asia and thL' bL'havior
of Hil};;>r's Wchrmacht in Russia anu [he RL'd
Army in rhe r~'conquest of E;,lst Europe. In all
thrL'C' ";:l::,cs .l goldL'n opportunity to appear as

liberators was idiotically wasted by savagery.
Japan's slogan."Asia for the Asiatics:' did
stick. The White Man's rule was througb. But
no one wanted the Japanese at any price. And
When the tide of war wasbed back the natives
were willing collaborators with theWhite armies.
In April 1942 we were four feet tall. We would
not gross less. Already the Purple Code was
broken. Already Yamamoto's plan for the great
strike against Midway was being pieced together
in the black chambers of Washington. Already
Nimitz was gathering battered forces for a
climactic stand. And out of the boot camps. the
shipyards and the plane factories was coming
the trickle that would soon turn into an Amazon.
Yet we never grew eight feet taU again. When
the Japanese folded. the old White overlords
were no longer welcome. America advanced the
liberation date of the Philippines. Sukarno tossed
the Dutch out of Indonesia. Burma. Malaya and
Singapore fly their own flags. One of our chief
problems is convincing Vietnamese that. in spite
of Red propaganda. Americans are not the same
as non-French-speaking French colonials.
The Pukka sahib is dead. Fat British officers
no longer stir their stingers under the revolving
fans at Raffles'. Waffle-tailed Americans no
longer lounge in lordly fashion on the rattan
chairs in Baguio.
A few months ago. at dinner in Tokyo. 1
was swapping Okinawa yarns with tWO Japanese
oil executives. There was no arrogance. no
servility. Just three proud, polite guys talking
an old war.
t like it better that way.

Maneuver by States
Merits Little Notice
The unprecendented maneuver by 32 states to
put a malapportionment amendment in the Constitution conUnues to raisc serious legal questions. and the latest is whether Congress would
have to call a convention on the lCrms sought by
these states.
Charles L. Black Jr •• Luce Professor of Jurisprudence at Yale. notes in a letter to The New
York Times that the states arc petitioning for a
constitutional convention [0 propose a specific
amendment--one that would let one house of a
legislat"re be based on factors other than population. But. says Mr. Black. this is not what
Article V provides. It empowers two thirds of
the state legislatures to oblige Congress to call
a ' convention for proposing. amendments . . . . '
Most constitutional authorities ,1grce that such
a convention could not be limited to one prescribed
amendment; it might. in fact. seck to rewrite the
Constitution. That is the main danger inherent
in the states' cc.urse. ~!r. Black says Anick
V calls for a ddiberativc convt,:ntiun, nor on,: £(l
rubber-stamp auwm.ltically what till' statl's proposc. If that is so. Con).lress cuuld ignOl",,' thL'
srat~' petitions.
That is wh,.ll th~'y deserve.
(:'r. L·. .Hli::

~)._I-:'_ Di:;t'·tt~·!':

The eager readers of these columns are, I
am sure, breathlessly awaiting my comments
on the most important educational event of the
year. I refer, of course, [0 the firing of three
coaches at the University of Illinois because
of certain deviations from the rules about pay:
ment to players.
We know this is the most imponanteducational
event of the year, if not of all time, because
the Chicago Tribune published a from-page
editorial about it.
I am reasonably confident [hat The Tribune
has never before printed a front-page editorial
on any educational subject. This kindoftreatment
The Tribune customarily reserves for national
catastrophes like Pearl Harbor and the election
of Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Anybody who knows The Tribune could have
guessed what it would say. It defended the
three splendid character builders against the
infamous charges leveled at them by their selfrighteous colleagues in the Big Ten. Oblivious
of the faCE [hat truth is a defense in an action
for libel. The 1 ribune advised the three coaches
to restore their fortunes by suing all the hypocrites
who had attacked them.
The outcry that rang around the world when
the University of Chicago abolished football came
not from the students, alumni, faculty or trustees
of tbat institution, but from the sports writers.
They seemed to think the university was starting
a trend that woulddeprivethemoftheirlivelihood.
They sbould have known better. The American
university has many
purposes. most of them
conflicting. One is [0 entertain its constituency
with gladiatorial combats and exhibitions of games
of skill. This is a purpose everybody can understand and appreciate. The example of the Uni-

versity of Chicago could not be followed by other
institutions because if they had followed it many
of their constituents would have found them
completely incomprehensible.
The American university as it exists at
present is an outmoded art form. An institution
that has no central purpose cannot function. It
has lost its excuse for existence. It becomes
an art form and one [hat is quickly outmoded.
A moment's reflection will suggest that intercollegiate athleticf: cannot be the purpose, or
even a purpose, of a university. Sports is a fine
thing. So is education. But they are not the same.
and only in America have they been regarded
as identical. The requirements for success in
one are quire different from the requirements
in the other. For example. nobody (except a
basketball coach) would think of making height
a tef:t of admi,>sion to a university.
But if you give favored treatment to tall boys, if
you di~criminare against shorr ones by offering
"scholarships" lor basketball players, you are
in cff~'cl saying "You can't afford to attend this
university unks,.; you arc 6 (/2 feet high."
In :I way r am on The Trihunc's ,.;ide. If a
univer,.;ity i,.; going to be in the ~'nterrainm,,'nt
busin('ss, it might as well go first-class and
pay the talent what it takes to get it.
Thert: is no jUf:tification for a conspiracy ro
hold down the wagef: of the performers. Th('
pretense that the performers are f:tudeOfs should
be abandoned. In fact, Illinois should be encouraged
to hire the Chicago Bears.
It would be better still to make a clean break
and have a university racing stable. The jockeys
could wear the college colors, the student!; could
cheer, the alumni could bet--and the horses would
not have to pass examinarions.
Copyright IQ67, I ,Of: Angeles Times

Except for Co'ws, That's That!
While the state prepares to turn its clocks
ahead April 30. it has almost escaped notice
that Missuuri passed a deadline without deciding
to keep its clocks as they are. Federal legislation requiring daylight timc this summer gave
thc individual states until April I to make exceptions. The Missouri Lq;isl.ltur.:o wisely let [he
(iL-adline pass. In f..lct, it turn,.; out [hat only
Ilawaii, South Dakllta, Mi..:higan. Kt.:ntucky and
Indiana do:cilled to kt.. <,p ,.;t<lnuanl time. As for
what uS~'d to be ,I .,;"mr"v~'rsial i,,;"UL' ~'v~'r}'WheTL',
that s<,,'m,.; to h,' Ih.ll. SomehOl.I\' ";llmewhl.'re is
likely tn p,'rsl'" III "q;uin~ that -:ll\yS dlln'l
r<,.:,,)!;niz(' d.1yli).:hl IH!1", but nW;;1 of til<' people
will:
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Trustees Approve Faculty Promotions for 50
The Board of Trustees at
irs meeting Friday approved
the change in rank of 50 faculty
members and administrators.
Also approved was the appointment of John E. King,
formerly the president of the
University of Wyoming and
Kansas State Teachers College, as a visiting professor
of administration and supervision.
Changes in rank are as follows:
Howard W. Allen, College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
from assistant professor to
associate professor, effective
Sept. 20, 1967.
Harry Ammon, College of
Liberal Arts and SCiences,
from associate professor to
professor, effective Sept. 20.
David L. Armstrong. School
of Agricuiture, from assistant
professor to aSSOCiate professor, effective July I, 1967.
Zamir Bavel, College of
Liberal Arts and SCiences,
from assistant professor to
associate professor effective
Sept. 20.
Richard R. Boedeker, Science and Technology Division,
from assistant professor to
associate professor, effective
Sept. 20.
Ronald A. Brandon, College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
from assistapt professor to
associate professor, effective
Sept. 20.
Erwin H. Brinkmann, Education Division, from assistant professor to associate
professor, effective Sept. 20.
Eleanor J. Bushee, Technical and Adult Education, from
assistant professor to associate professor ,effective July I.
David E. Christensen, College of Liberal Arts and
SCiences, from associate professor to professor, effective
Sept. 20.
Philip K. Davis, School of
Technology, from assistant
professor to associate professor, effective Sept. 20.
John C. Downey, College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences,
from associate professor to
professor, effective Sept. 20.
Robert W. Duncan, Humanities Division, from associate
professor to professor, effective Sept. 20.
Jen Ho Fang, College of
Liberal Arrs and Sciences,
from assigrant professor to
associate professor to associate professor, effective Sept.
20.
Orville Goering, Science
and Technology Division, from
assistant professor to associare professor. effective Sept.
20.
Mary .Jane Grizzell, School
of Fine Arts, from instructo·r

•

to assistant professor, effective Sept. 20.
Wa I t e r C. Henneberger,
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, from assistant professor to associate professor,
effective Sept. 20.
Michael S. Hoshiko, School
of Communications, from associate professor to professor, effective Sept. 20.
Donald A. IngIi, College of
Education, from assistant
professor to associate j)rofessor, effective Sept. 20.
Daniel R. Irwin, College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences,
from instructor to assistant
professor. effective July I.
James A. Kerr, Social
Sciences Division. from assistant professor to associasistant professor to associate professor. effective Sept.
20.
L. Brent Kington, School of
Fine Arts, from assistant professor to associate professor,
effective Sept. 20.
Leonard E. Kraft, College
of Education, from assistant
professor to associate professor, effective July I.
Assen D. Kresteff. Fine
Arts Division, from assistant
professor to associate professor, effective Sept. 20.
John R. LeFevre. College
of Education. from associate
professor to professor, effective July t.
cart Lossau, Social Sciences Division, from assistant
professor to associate professor, effective Sept. 20.
Laurence R. McAneny, Science and Technology Division.
from associate professor to
professor, effective July I.

George R. Mace, Social
Sciences Division, from assistant professor to associate professor, effective Sept.
20.
Frank C. NaIl, College of
Liberal Arts and SCiences,
from assistant professor to
associate professor, effective
Sept. 20.
Gordon F. Pitz, College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences.
from assistant professor to
associate professor, effective
Sept. 20.
Herbert L. Portz, School
of Agriculture, from associate professor to professor,
effective July 1.
Arthur E. prell. School of
Business, from associate professor to professor, effective
July 1.
SteUa P. Revard, Humanities Division, from assistant
professor to associate professor, effective Sept. 20.
Carroll L. Riley, College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences, from associate professor to professor. effective
July I.
Bryce W. Rucker, School
of Communications, from associate professor to professor, effective Sept. 20.
Milton R. Russell, Schoolof
Business, from assistant professor to associate professor,
effective Sept. 20.
J. Robert Russo, Education
Division and the Center for
the Study of Crime, Delinquency, and Corrections, from
assistant professor to associate professor, effective July
I.

Thomas R. Schill, College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences,

from assistant proiessor to
associate professor, effective
July 1.
Walter E. Schmid, College
of Liberal Arts and SCiences,
from assistant professor to
associate professor. effecthe
Sept. 20.
Edward J. Shea, College of
Education. from associate
professor to professor. effective July I.
Donald J. Shoemaker, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, from associate professor to professor. effective
Sept. 20.
Robert G. Stanley, Humanities Division, from instructor
to assistant professor, effective Sept. 20.
E. Earle Stibitz, College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences.
from associate professor to
professor, effective Sept. 20.
Loren E. Taylor. College
of Education, from assistant
professor to associate professor, effective July 1.
George Lelon Traylor,
Technical and Adult Education, from instructor [0 assistant professor. effective
Sept. 20.
Robert E. Van Ana. College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
from associate professor to
professor, effective Sept. 20.

Louis Vieceli, College of
Education and Rehabilitation
Institute. from instructor to
assistant professor, effective
July I.
Lionel K. Walford, Science
and Technology Division, from
assistant professor to associate professor, effective Sept.
20.
Richard P. Walsh. Education Division and Counseling Center, from assistant
professor to associate professor, effective July I.
Howard W. Webb. College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
from associate professor to
professor, effective Sept. 20.
Hollis L. White, Fine Arts
Division, from associate professor to professor, effective
Sept. 20.

GOLF BALLS
Repainted
Used
No Cuts or Bruises

2SC each

12 a dozen

JIMS

SPORTING GOODS
Murcla.eShap in Center

Spend an Evening
Under the Stars
With Moo Burgers

Auditions Scheduled For Chekov Show
Auditions will be held
Wednesday and Thursday for
pans in the May 11 University
Convocations program featuring the works of Anton Chekov.
The production will be presented by the oeal interpretation branch of the Department
of Speech.
The tryouts, open to anyone,

will be held from IU a.m.
noon Wednesday and from
.. to 7 p.m. Thursday at the
Calipre Stage in the Communications Building.

[0

If it is impossible to attend
either tryout, appointments
can be made with Frank Gonzalez, 3-2291.
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Slop loday and take Idvanlage
of our low. low Spring pri~e
EASY PAYMENT PLAN

FINANCIAL RESPONSI31L ITY
POLICIES

FRANKLl.'V
LVS VRA "'\CE
A (;E.'VCl
703 S. Illinois Aye.
Phone 4$7 -446l

$1 95
-

ESDAY-\vED~ESDAY-THURSDAY ONL
Goodyear brake experts will adjust all four wheels. clean
and repack front wheel bearings. add brake fluid. inspect
grease seals. clean and inspect drums. inspect hydraulic
system. Get it now at this low price.

PORTER BROS. TIRE CENTER

... ··a
~J~tK~

• .:t;.,

-701 S. University

324 North
Illinois

• - i f · 1

Phon.
549·1343

~
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Marketing
Discussion
Scheduled
A film and a discussion on
the Michigan State marketing
game will highlight a general
business meeting Thursday of
the SIU chapter of the American Marketing Association.
The meeting is scheduled
for 7:30 p.m. in Morris
Library auditorium.
The marketing game is a
computerized system of competition, sponsored and
officiated by Michigan State
University, pitting together
some 40 chapters of the American Marketing Association,
including SIU's chapter, in a
competition of marketing processes.
Each chapter entering the
competion is sponsored by a
private business company.
The meeting is open to interested members of the
student body.

Summer Leader
ApplieationsReady
Student group leader applications for Summer term orientation sessions
are
available at the information
desk of the University Center.
A representative of the Activity Office said the applications must be returned
to the Activities Office by
May 19.

Community Development
Topie for Colloquium
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2 Chairmanships U~dergo Change
The Department of Economics and Department of
Foreign Languages will
undergo changes in department chairmanships summer
and fall term, announced Willis E. Malone, of the SIU
Office of AcademiC Affairs.
Robert G. Layer. chairman
of the Department of Economics, requested to be relieved of duties as chairman
of the department. Malone
said. Layer will be on sabatical leave for writing and
travel faIl, winter. spring and
summer quarters of 1967-68.
SANDY ROBERTSON
Malone said.
Layer, who joinE'd the SIU
faculty in 1955. will be replaced by Milton R. Russell,
effective faIl quarter. Russell was recently promoted
from assistant to associate
professor of economics. He
has been at SlU since 1964.
Sandy Robertson, a junior
Russell has recently been
majoring in merchandizing $oc'lal Club to M •• t
from Mr. Prospect. has been
elected president of Sigma
An organizational meeting
Kappa SOcial sorority.
of the Social Work Club is
Other officers are Sharon scheduled
at 6:30 p.m.
Sturn pt. first vice president; Wednesday in Room D of the
Bonnie Becks, second vice Student Center.
president; Susan Strommel,
All students are invited to
corresponding sec ret a r y;
Karyn Pitts, recording secre- anend.
tary; Barbara Norris, treasurer; Margaret Brpdegan,
registrar; Bebe Hanes, housemanager.
Also recently elected are
Sherry QUick, rush chdirman;
Su Pearcy. social chairman;
Jennifer Harroun, song leader; Serine Hastings, publicity; Donna Tabor, activities
chairman; Janet Green, gerontology; Linda Campbell,
parliamentarian; Janice Seibert, se rge ant-at-arm S;
Susan Kozlowski. jewelry
chairman; Jaci Shervey; Tia
Powell, Triangle correspondent; and Sharon Thompson,
scholarship chairman.

....

Sandy Robertson
Elected Pre'.,·denl

G

on a leave of absence in Washington, D.C. where he is working for the Federal Power
Commission in the Office of
Economics.
Hellmut A. Hartwig, professor of foreign languages.
will become chairman of that
department effective summer
term. Malone said. i-Ie will
replace J. Cary Davis, chairman since 1965.

Davis requested to be ri.:lieved of the chairmllnship,
but will continue as a professor in the department,
Malone said. Davis j<.>ined the
SIl: faculty in 1930, He was
acting chairman in 1964.
Hartwig has been With the
SIU faculty since 1.9411.

9eftl"'r ."

Hellenie Students

\
"A

Hellenic
Students
Association will meet at 7:15 p.m.
Sunday in the Agriculture
Seminar room.
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Question:

What Can You Get at First National Bank

"Community Development
and the Great Society: Emerging Patterns," wtll be presented by Hans B. C. Spiegel
at the Community Development Institute Colloquium
from 4 to 6 p.m. Thursday
in the Family Living Lounge,
Home Economics Building.
Spiegel, colloquium lec- SEA Slates Speaker
ture!', is associate professor
of urban planning, Institute of
The Stud~nt Education AsU rb:m Environment, School of sociation will meet at 8 p.m.
Architecture, Columbia Cni- Wednesday in Room 118 at
ven;ity, New York.
the University School. David
T. Miles, an instructor in
education.
will be guest speak~Iusic
er.

Answer:

for

lot

OUR NEW PHOTO COpy SERVICE!
First National Bank has installed in its lobby
a Xerox Photo Copy Machine for public
use at only lOe a copy.

Department

Schedules Recitals

Now you can come in and serve yourself
- photo copy your important papers,
documents, records and invoices. Store
the originals in a safe place and work
from the copies in your home or office.

The works of Brahms,
Samue I Barber and Stravinsky
will be femured in a concert
by the Sourhern Illinois Symphony April 16 at 4 p.m. in
Shryock Auditorium.
The Department of Music
will also present the American Guild of Organists Student Recital at 8 p.m. April
18 in Shryock Auditorium.

Jackson County's
Largest Bonk ...
Presently S16,000,000.

l_G

Continued Bonking
Service for 74 years.

Largest . .

Selection~·

*LP's
*45 's
Stereo's & Color
TV's

Williams
212 ).. Illinoi'

all account in sured
by Fed ... ", Deposi'
Insurance Corpora-

Personal & Family Records

tion fo SI5,000.00

Pension Po?ers

Birth Certiticates
School Records

Wills

Business Reports

Social Security Cards

Photographs

Inventory of Household

Valuable Papers

Income Tal< Reports

Copy of Checks

gusiness Contracts

Money Orders

~ST

in Southern
Illinois

~A:TION:\L
CA~l)L

JOHNSON

Phone
for

Cii

app"intment todDy

7-5715

H~~E ARE SOME ITEMS YOU SHOULD HWr; cOPI::n

Hl\:\K

f' IeCJARBONDAlE

l~lINOIS
'

Full Service
• Safety Deposit Boxes
• Mortgage Loans
• Bonk "'oney Orders
• Persona! Locns

Bankin~
.Checking Accounts
• Bank By Mai I
• Remodeling Loons
• Business loans
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Railmen Reiect 20-Day Truce Proposal
WASHINGTON (AP)-Union
representatives rejected a
proposed 20-day truce Monday in a dispute that threatens
to pile a nationwide railway
strike on top of tt>2 trucking
shutdown.
The union turndown came
in the face of an urgent re-

quest by President Johnson
for congressional action to
force an extension of tl:e
statutory no-strike coolingoff period that runs out at
midnight Wednesday.
Members of the Senate
Labor Committee, meeting on
Johnson's request. urged

AFTRA Strike Ends
PRESIDENT JOHNSON

Powell Expected
To Be Reelected
NEW YORK (AP) -- Harlem
goes to the polls Tuesday and
is expected to re-elect Adam
Clayton Powell to the Congress which expelled him.
The question is whether
there will be a big turnout to
protest the expulsion ofthe 58year-oIU Negro congressman
--or whether the voters will
stay home from complacency.
"Everybody is sure that
Powell will be re-elected,"
said his campaign chairman.
L. Joseph Overton. "This
complacency may stop them
from coming out and voting:He said the campaign was
short of funds to advertise
the protest-vote angle.
Powell. handily elected
every two year~ since 19.....
did not campaign in person.
He can be arrested for contempt of court if he returns
from his island retreat in
Bimini. the Bahamas.
The contempt charge. stemming from a defamation judgment. was one reason Congress ousted him. He also was
accused of misusing public
funds, and pocketing the pay
of his estranged Wife, on his
payroll as an aide.
His opponents, both Ne!!;roes.
arc Lucille Pickett Williams,
30, Republican. an attractive,
.lrticulate and veteran GOP
worker: :lnd the R('v. Ervin
F. Yearling, :~R, Cnnserv:.ltive, a fhptisr preaCher like
Powell.
Mrs. Williams did not campaign either and said she
"never had any illusion about
beating Adam."
Yearling. however, professed to be optimistic on
his chances. He campaigned
against open housing, and
integration and called Powell
"depraved and degenerate:'
The Conservative party is a
right-wing offshoot of the New
York GOP, which has been
dOing better in every recent
election, but not to<' well in
Harlem.
Powell'g backer" hope he
can match or better the 7..
per cent margin he scored in
Novemher.

NEW YORK (AP) - The
AFL-CIO American Federation of Television and Radio
Artists initialed a peace pact
at dawn Monday after a 13day strike against the three
big networks.
ABC awaited only a goahead from union leaders for
its $1.5 million Hollywood
Oscar telecast.
Binding agreement hinged
on formal approval by IS,OOO
AFTRA members of the ten-

Mayor Vows
'Law, Order'
In Nashville
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)Mayor Beverly Briley promised Monday that "law and
order will prevail here" after
two straight nights of rioting
in the Negro college area of
north Nashville.
He expressed belief that
metropolitan policemen had
the situation in hand, and
termed the disturbances-including gunfire. rock <lnd brick
throwing. gasoline bombs and
several fires-an •. insurrection."
Gov. Buford Ellington was

repone... in close touch with
the si(uation. but a spokesman
said he had received no "request for use of either the
National Guard or the highway
patrol."
A Negro student was shot
in the neck and many others.
including some newsmen and
policemen,
suffered Ie s s
severe injurieg •
Of more than 50 persons
arrested. nine were charged
with inciting to rio!. Two of
th('m were George Washington
Ware, Atlanta. and ErnestStephens, Tuskege.', Ala.-both
aides of Stokely Carmichael.
the "Black Power" advocate.
Carmichael, head of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee. spoke to three
college groups-one of them
predominantly w h i [e-here
last week.
Cries of "Black Power!'"
filled the air during the disturbances both Saturday and
Sunday night.
But a light rain feU Monday.
both Fisk and Tennessee A&I
Universities reported their
pr.:dominantly Negro enrollmem was about normal-and
police reported "things arc
pretty quiet" as soon as the
sun came up.

If you can't

go

TEKE

go greekl
RUSH
TAU KAPPA EPSILON

tative contract with NBC, ABC
and CBS.
However, union officials
were empowered to call off
picketing in advance of rankand-file voting. They began
regional meetings coast-tocoast in mid-afternoon.
ABC's Motion' Picture
Academy Award telecast was
canceled last Friday. and the
$1.5 million sponsor contract
with Eastman Kodak apparently went down the drain. But
rehearsals continued in the
hope the strike would end and
all remained in readiness to
set the cameras rolling on the
spectacle.
The network said 70 million
viewers watched the award
ritual last year.
On word of the tentative
agreement, NBC fired off a
cC Johnny come home" wire to
Johnny Carson, who draws
more than $500,000 a year as
master of ceremonies on the
"Tonight" sbow. He announced midway in the strike
that he was quitting.
Terms of the proposed new
contract were not announced.
At issue were salaries and
sponsor,,' fcc!' for slightly
more 'han 100 newscasters in
New York, Washington, Chicago and Los Angeles, and an
umoma[ion deadlock involVing
the networks' FM radio outlets.

union and man age men t
spokesmen to recommend a
voluntary agreement t hat
would make congressional action unnecessary.
The railways reported back
through J. E. Wolfe, chairman
of the National Railwav Labor
Conference, that they were
willing to resume wage bargaining talks as soon as the
six AFL-CIO shopcraftunions
agreed to the extension.
But Joseph Ramsey of the
Machinists Union. one of the
labor spokesmen, said, "We
turned it down."
Johnson, preparing to leave
for the PUnta del Este summit
conference in South America.
asked Congress in a special
message to head off the threatened rail strike.
And he asked also (hat the
Justice Department determine
whether an SO-day injunction
can be obtaine<! to halt the
trucking shutdown.
The crippling impact of the
truck lockout was felt swiftly
in the automobile industry with
all the prinCipal manufacturers in the Detroit area and
elsewhere scheduling substantial cutbacks for Tuesday
in tile wake of rather limited
effects Monday.
Other industries
fected, too. and the

was expected to snowball as
the supply of raw materials
and parts dned up.
Secrerary of Labor W. Willard Wirtz said he expects
there will be action in Congress Tuesday to av..:'rt (be
threatened railroad "trike.
:\\eanwhile, ir was learned
that government officials art)
keeping :l close watch on th..:'
impact of rhe rrucking industry
shutdown but as of now there
does not appear sufficient reason ro invoke an SO-day TaftHartley injunction to get the
trucks rolling again.
The legal questions of invoking a Taft-Harrle) mjunction in a case where an industry is largely responsible
for the cuUing off of shipments
presents special and novel
problems, sources said.

my face, Veronica.
Feel how my new Norelco Tripleheader
with 18 amazing rotary blades,
3 floating Microgroove heads, sideburn
trimmer, coil·cord, and on/off switch
gave me a shave so close, you can
match it with a blade:'
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France's Beaches
Victim of Oil
From England

Humphrey
'Carried

ST. BRIEL'C. France(AP)The battle of the beaches
spread from Britain to France
Monday. French authorities
mobilized bv land and sea to
combat oil . from a wreckF:'d
supenanker now fouling the
beaches of Brittany.
Seven coastal patrol boats,
loaded
with sawdust and
detergent, were attacking
three oil slicks, one 11 miles
off the Brittany coast.

Message'
WASHINGTON (API-President Johnson welcomed Vice
President Hubert H. Humphrey home Monday from a turbulent mission to Europe, and
said the West cannot attain
its ambitions until Uthe
ancient world of Asia" is a
full partner in progress. .
Amid pomp and military
ceremony on the south lawn
of the White House, Johnson
said the vice president carried that message to the leaders of Europe.
Thus the war in Vietnam
marked Humphrey's homecoming as it shadowed his twoweek journey to '" eve n
European nations.
"You have carried to them
our conviction tbat peace, like
freedom, is indivisible:'
Johnson told the vice president. "Neither the New World
of the Americans nor tbe Old
\V"rld of Europe, can hope to
fulfill its dreams and ambitions until the ancient world
of Asia has become a full and
equal partner in the forward
movement of man.
UNo one knows better than
you, Mr. Vit.:e PreSident, that
this conviction lies at the very
roots of American policy in
Vie t n am, and throughout
Asia:' the President said.

EPPS
Highway 13 East
PARIS' DEMONSTRATORS-Young demonstra.
tors bum an American flag near the Place d'Iena during Mti-U.S. meeting while Vice Presi-

dent Hubert H. Humphie}' attended a ceremOllY at
the Arc de Triomphe in the vicinity. (AP Photo)

CHICAGO PUBLIC
SCHOOLS

New U.S. Troops Kill 166 VC

SAIGON. (AP)-Troops of cluster bomb units aU along
the newest U.S. Army divi- in raids on North Vietnam.
sion in Vietnam killed 166 Such units are canisters con~
battle-hardened Viet Cong in raining 800 small bombs about
a two-day fight that ended the size of a fist with a
Monday night just 20 miles damage capability of 800 hand
southwest of Saigon. The in- grenades. U.S. officials said
creased tempo of ground fight- they are used against antiing continued elsewhere in the aircraft guns and crews, surwar.
face-to-air missile sites,
Over-all enemy casualties radar installations and such
after 24 hours of fighting- "thin-skinned" targets as
chiefly around Saigon-left 315 barracks, truck conveys and
Communists dead. the U.s. light armor. The bombs are
Command reported. U.s. cas- a Iso called antipersonnel
ualties reported were 4 men bombs.
The Communists h a v e
killed and 79 wounded. Thirty
of the wounded were Marines charged the bombs are aimed
at
killing or maiming
aboard an Amtrac that hit a
mine 14 miles southwest of civilians.
The
biggest Communist losOa Nang.
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - The
At the same time the com- se::; in the gtound actions were
lllinois Senate balked Monday mand acknowledged that U.s. in the two-day clash near Rach
at a House proposal that $4 warplanes have been dropping Kien. southwest of Saigon.
million be appropriated to pay
bonuses to Vietnam veterans
i.l the two-year budget period
starting July t.
The Senate, which favors a
S3 million appropriation to
.,i
• Check Cashing
cover the payments, decided to
.Notary Public
call for a conference commit• Money Orders
tee to iron out differences.
.
.'
<
• Title Service
One lawmaker, Sen. Robert
~
Mitcheler, R-Oswego, told his
.Drive,'s License
.
colleagues :.t was "nonsense to
.Public Stenographe,
quibble over the amount" bp• 2 Do, License Plate
cause the money won't be
Se,vice
spent if it isn't needed.
• Travelers Checks
Mitcheler noted that widows
of some veterans had to wait
for bonus payments because
the bonus fund ran dry and
the legislature had to make a
supplemental
appropriation
.P-, your Gas. light, Phane, and Water Bills here
earlier this year.
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Faculty Club Plan.

PhilosophylournalScheduled
For Late Spring Publication

New Harmony Trip
The Faculty Cluh plans a
trip to New Harmony, Ind ••
on May 8. according to Hilda
Stein. retired faculty member
and program chairman of the
club.
The trip's purpose. she
added. wil be to learn about
the early Rappites who tried
to build a socialistic community.
The club meets monthly for
a potluck dinner. The next
meeting is April 30. In addition. wives of the faculty members have weekly bridge
pan!es.
.
The club meets at 1000 S.
Elizabeth St.

Publication of a new journal.
Kinesis. by the graduate Students in philosophy at SIU. has
been scheduled for late spring.
according to George M. Luckey Jr.. promotion manager.
The journal will p'mlish
graduate and undergraduate
papers in philosophy and
papers having some bearing

Students Invited
To GiveOpinions
On Government
The purpose. function and
administration of student government will be outiined at
Speak Out from noon to 5 p.m.
Wednesdays. at the Forum
area in front of Browne Auditorium. Students are invited
to speak out on what student
government means to them,
said Stuart Sweetow. Free
School publicity chairman.
Some of the senators will
describe the effectiveness of
this in.;titurion.
Recordings will be made in
the man on the street fashion.
The Free School, he added,
will edit this tape and publish
a series of reports on students' opinions.
Speak Out is held every
Wednesday throughout the
quarter from noon to 5 p.m.
in the Forum area.

Campus Drive
Extension Set
For Summer
The razing of the buildings
on the south side of Mill Street
is making way for an extenSion of Campus Drive. according to Williard C. Hart,
associate University architect.
The road will be a 100I
drive running parallel to Mill
Street, starting from near the
new Baptist Foundation. The
road will terminate at the
University School emrance
drive. A grass-covered median will divide Mill Street
and the new route.
Hart said. "This new drive
will separate the inrernal University traffic from that of
the City." Purpose of this
drive is to eliminate the anticipated increase of traffic

on Mill Street. This move
is expo::cted to cut down on
the number of accidems, he
added.
Construction of the drive
wiII hopefully be started in
mid-summer, but the July I
starting date will depend on
the budget, !-Iart said. The
drive has been on the U,'ivcrsiry's masrcr plan for
years, he said, but umil this
time the Mill Street buildings
were in use.

Greek In.trudion
To Begin Monday
A .non-credit course in Modern Greek will be offered to
all students and faculty members beginning at 7 p.m. April
17. C lass meetings will be held
every Monday nighHill the end
of the term.
The course will be taught
by graduate students from
Greece. There is no tuition.

SALE!

CONVOCATION GROUP

Don Cossack Dancers
Will Perform Thursday
The University Convocation
Series will present the Don
Cossack Dancers at 10 a.m.
and I p.m. Thursday.
A reception will follow the
10 a.m. performance in the
River Rooms at the University
Center. The public is invited
to meet the troupe.
The Cossack Dancers will
appear in the Celebrity Series
this Wednesday in Shryock
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Included
in the show will be the
Cossack-Song sung by soloist
J. Beresoff.
Serge Jaroff directs the Don
Cossack Chorus. The first

~
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OFF

WATCHES

e guarantee you
ean buy for less
at

McNEILL'S
JEWELRY

214 S. Illinois

Who said •••
~~First Thing~

First?"

Grad Ne. Sales Chief
SIU alumnus Gerald M.
Baker has been appointed
sales manager for the Harold
M. Baker Distributing Co. of
Rockford. III.

We don't know but we agree

Theta Sigll Pledge

with the id~a. And one of Ihe
.iirst things you should do while
\ou're young is check into your

Beta Tau chapter of Theta
Sigma Phi. professional fraternity for women in journalism. recently p!~dged Mrs.
Linda Baltz. Mimi E..Sandifer
and Mary Jane Coffel.
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performance was given in
Vienna on July 4. 1923. Since
then. it has sung iu virtually
every country of the world
except Red China and Soviet
Russia.
The Convocation on April
20th will feature the Vince
Guaraldi Trio. They are a
jazz group appearing in association with Latin American
Week.

on philosophic issue". A second issue will b~ primed later
this :·ear.
Papers for consid~ration of
publication in the second issue
should be submitted as soon
as possible to the Department
of
Philosophy secretary.
Rc.om 208. in rhe Home Economics Building. All material
submitted should be typed.
double spaced and no more
than 30 pages in length. C ritical philosophic book reviews
'Will also be considered.
Faculty adviser for the
Kinesis is Louis Hahn. director of graduate studies in
philosophy.
Staff - members are Martin
Campbell. Betty Rahn. Paul
Restuccia. Frank Robinson
and KennerhCooley.Chairman
all members of the editorial
board; Jim Parejko,staff coordinator; Tom Slaughter.
business manager; and Luckey. promcrion manager.
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Science Fair Give.
Two Sclwlar.1aip.
Two Centralia Township
High School juniors. Ronny
Markby and Mary Martinelli.
were awarded four-year tuition scholarships to SIU for
their top-rated exhibit in the
annual District Science Fair
at SlU.
The students' joint botany
project. a demonstration of
audio-tropism. was judged
most outstanding of 40 exhibits which qualified for the
state Junior Academy of Science Fair at Urbana.May 5-6.
First place awards went to
52 exhibits. The 40 state qualifiers were selected from that
group on the basis of judges'
points for scientific validity.
research thoroughness. creativity and other factors.
young science students from
2-1 southern Illinois junior and
senior high schools were
represented in the fair at
University School on the SlU
campus. There were more
than 200 exhibit entries.

An election of officers and
the organization of a two-year
program plan are scheduled
for the annual meeting and
luncheon of the League of
Women Voters. April 22 at
the Holiday Inn. Mrs. Burton
Blau. 605 Eastgate Drive. is
handling reservations.

Siologist to Speak
Kenyon S. Tweedell, spe:i:tlist in developmental biol)gy, will discuss <tRcgcncra:ion in Marine Invenebraws,"
It the zoology graduate semilar at .. p.m. Thursday in Law;on 231_ Tw~cden. from the
Jniversity of Notre Dame, is a
{isiting lecturer.

~

•

Frigidaire Wnshers

•. and Dry.Cfeoners

S[·DSl
D[·DSl
Luundromat

bills

DESCRIBES ROBBERY -Mrs. George Miles, manager of the
Saluki Currency Exchange, describes Monday Morning's armed
robbery in which a lone bandit escaped with an estimated $13,000.
Carbondale police reported several leads in the holdup, which
took place about 10:20 a.m. today

which he pulled over the lower store also sells record alportion of his face during the bums. Owner is William Budholdup. The threewomenwere slick Sr.
told to move into a back room
of the building while the bandit
fled, Chief Hazel said.
Early estimates indicated
that nearly $20,000 may have
been taken. Chief Hazel said
later that $13.000 was believed
taken although an exact figure
had not been determined.
100 W.JACKSON
Salulci Currency Exchange
cashes checks for students in
addition to providing state auto
license facilities and utility
company pay facilities. The

Your eyewear will be 3
way_ l'Ol'I'ftl a. Conrad:
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Z. Corred FIIIiIw
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CONRAD OPTICAL
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ICONTACT LENSES.
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411 S. Illinois-Dr. J.C. Hetzel Optometrist 457.4919
16t1t and Monro., Herrin-~. Confad, Optometrist 942-5500
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Leads Reported in Armed Holdup
Carbondale police s aid
Monday they had a few leads
in the estimated $13,000
armed holdup Monday morning
at Saluki Currency Exchange
in the Campus Shopping Center.
A male Negro. believed to
be about 25 years old, entered
the business at 10:30 a.m ••
"flourished a gun and demanded money in the safe:' Jack
Hazel, Carbondale police chief
said.
The man held a gun to the
lead of Mrs. William Bud;lick Sr. While another woman
in tbe building cleared the
;afe. William Budslick Jr.
said. Three women in the buil:ling were Mrs. Budslick.
C:indy Watts and the manager,
Ilaomi Miles.
According to Budslick, the
man entered the store with a
'~andlcerchief around bis neck.

DROP-IN AND SEE US!

712 S.llIinois

We'll do anything to make
you happy.
Even bleed for you_
This is Arrow's authentic,
imported, India madras. If it
doesn't bleed. you've bought the
wrong shirt. Other features to
look for: elbow· length sleeves,
back collar button, box pleat and
hanger loop. lots of Arrow India
madras shirts to choose
from. $8.00. Not too much to
spend, when you consider what
we're doing for you.
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Students Limited to 40-Hour Week

fJCEcUT/V£

#bLICYSnApEl(S

Wolz~

Th@' Dicldnsonian. Cal'tisleo. Po.

Spirited Texa8 Editor

Lovejoy Lecture Scheduled
W. Penn Jones Jr., editor
of the Midlothian, Texas
"\<tirror" and a firm believer
in a conspiracy surrounding
the death of former President
John Kennedy, will deliver
the Elijah Parish Lovejoy lecture in journalism at 8 p.m.
Thursday.
The lecture will be in
Muckelroy Auditorium. There
is no admission charge.
According to Jones, 21 persons have died who were in
some way connected with the
assaqsination. This is more
than the lawof averages should
allow, he contends.
Jones has published a series
of articles in his weekly newspaper, attacking the verdict
given by the Warren Commission and chall~nging the
"unusual nature" of the circumstances surrounding the
death of many of the persons
he says were involved.
The articles were later collected and printed in a book
entitled "Forgive My Grief,"
which Jones printed on his own
pn·ss.
The second volume of "For-

ree to .
SO:-llliiiOls
Students

25¢ to others

A new ~lef, publislicd by a
non-piufir educational foundation, tells which career field lets
you Ir,·,ke the best use of all
your college naining. including
liberal·arts courses-which
career field olfers 100,000 new
jobs every year-which career
field prtl<luces more wrporariolt
prL"Sidems (han :my orher-what
sr:lft:ng salary you can cxpeC(.
JIIS[ send rhls ad wirh your name
and address. This 2<i-pagc:.
career-guiJe bfJt)kler. ··Orporruniries in Selling:' wili be
m.liie..! [<) VOII. Nt) cosr or obli·
g.l[jon AJ~!r"ss: Council,," Op·
.
'~50 Flith 'h..... N"w

University departments and
units using student workers
are warned that the students
should not be worked more
than 40 hours a week.
In a memorandum issued
this week. Frank C. Adams.
director of student work and
financial assistance. reminds
departmental fiscal officers
of the provisions of the Federal Fair Labor Standards
Act under whose provisions
the University came as of
February 1.
The act provides that the
maximum weekly working
hours be not over 40 hours
at the minimum wage of $1
an hour.
It also proVides
for an overtime payment of
time and a half beyond the
40 hours. but the University
discourages such payment because of administrative complications.
In a special bulletin issued
on Jan. 18. Vice President
John S. Rendleman indicated
two ways OUt for overtime.
One was to take the compensatory time off from the same
pay period, but Rendleman
discouraged this because it
is "extremely difficult to administer."
The other method was pay-

available prior to the time
that any overtime work is
authorized and performed."
Raymond Dejarnett. assistant director of financial
aSSistance, said there are
• too many chances for slipups" for overtime computations and that his office

wams to keep the hours '.' i· r, in

-to.

Also. those studems working under the federal work
study program are to work
no more than 15 hours per
week during the term and no
more than -to during term
breaks, Dejarnett said

Open Monday s til 8:30

SLING ALONG
THIS SUMMER

TH E BOOT ERY

ing
and half
for overtime
but time
"funds
to be
used fo:r
give My Grief" is now in (such) payments must be
.
preparation and will shed Shop With
124 S. ILLINOIS CARBONDALE
more light on what he believes
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I ON CAMPUS JOB INTERVIEWS IAir Force Seeks Candidates
On campus job interviews will be held
with the following companies next week.
Students seeking appointments may make
them at Anthony Hall. Room 218. or by
telephoning 3-2391.
Monday. April 17
LOUISVILLE, KY •• SCHOOLS: Seeking candidates for all elementary positions and candidates for positions in secondary industrial
arts.
DECATUR, ILL. SCHOOLS: Seeking candidates for positions in all elementary grades.
speech correction and educable mentally
handicapped.
OAK LAWN. ILL. SCHOOLS: Seeking candidates for all elementary positions, library.
speech correction, math, general science, and
language arts.
NORTH KANSAS CITY. MO., SCHOOLS:
Seeking candidates for all elementary and
secondary poSitions.
LITCHFIELD, ILL. SCHOOLS: Seeking
candidates for positions in elementary art,
elementary guidance, junior high English,
home economics, and industrial arts.
RA YMOND, ILLINOIS SCHOOLS: Seeking
candidatLs for poSitions in chemistry /
physics, business education/English, and
French/English.
ROCK F ALLS,IL L1NOIS SCHOOLS:5eel< ~.,g
candidates for all elementary positions, I .us.
speech correction, educable mentally h.mdicapped, English, vocal
music, and junior
high science.
Tuesday, f\pril 18
GENERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION:
SeekIng candidates for poSitions in management training, accounting, and electronic
data processing.
MOORMAN MANUFACTURING CO.:Seeking candidates for positions in management
training, marketing and/or finance.
UNIVAC-DIVISION OFSPERRYRANDCO.:
Interviewing at VTI.
U.S. TREASURY, INTERNAL REVENUEDIVISION OF ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO:
Seeking candidates for positions as alcohol

NAPERVILLE:
Seeking candidates for
positions in programming and programming
design.
ENJA Y CHEMICAL COL: Seeking candidates for positions as technical sales representatives
in marketing, operations,
chemistry and engineering.
PROCTER
GAMBLE:inSeeking
didates
for ANDpositions
sales canand

The U.s. Air Force is seek- a variety of jobs ranging from
ing applications for the Of- administrative officers [fj the
ficer Training School Pro- pilot or navigator prCJ~ram.
gram from seniors and college Further information 1;' a\·ai!graduates, both male and fe- able at the Recruiting Ofii:::.;:
male.
at 512 W. ~Iain S:. or b:
All officer specialties are calling 457 -2231.
currently open and selections
Air Force officer qualiare now being made for the fication tests are giVen each
class starting July 7. June Wednesday at 9 a.m. in thi:
graduates
may
apply
for
office.
.-_
___
__
_ _now
__
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--,

sales management.
DIXON. ILL. SCHOOLS: Seeking candidates for pusitio~s in all elementary gr~des,
kindergarten through Sixth, elementary
physical education (boys' or girls'), junior
high social stUdies/coach, high school math,
chemistry/physics, biology/general Science,
English,
social
studies, wood shop,
supervisor of job training, guidance and
E ngJish/debare coach.

"n
Jrene "
Only the best
in flowers

Wednesday, April 19
THE HARTFORD INSURANCE GROUP:
Seeking candidates for positions in special
training for underwriting, of property
damage, liability, multipcoril insurance or
a",signments to a field managemem position.
KEYSTONE STEEL AND WIRE: Seeking
candidates for poSitions as engineers and
accoumants.
COLUMBIA REALTY CORP.: Seeking candidates for summer positions as salesmen.
BURKART
MANUFACTURING CO.DIVISION OF TEXTRON: Seeking candidates
for positions as management trainees in
production.
DUQUOIN
PACKING
CO.:
Seeking
candidates for positions as management
trainees.
CAHOKIA, ILL. SCHOOLS: See Placement
Services for furthur details.
KENT
INTER MEDIA TE SCHOOL DISTRICT, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.: Seeking
candidates for all areas of special education, psychologists and social workers.
UNITED TOWNSHIP HIGH SCHOOL. EA';T
MOLINE. ILLINOIS: Seeking candidates for
poSitions in English, journalism, math,
German. Latin. social studies. general
science. art, counselors. industrial edu-

607 S. Illinois

457·6660

'1tTRDALE WALGREE-" DRl"GS
~njRDALE SHOPPI~G
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Wafgreens SMOKERS' TOOTHPASTE
fG,mulated to remove ra, and unolr.. sfoinS'..

1:pec:~ol

cleansing agents gi-e you a plideninlJ happY 'lima.
You:r mouth w;U '"eel (101'019 and ft~~,. thaft ..,., be..

fo ...~ You'lI liM

;fs.

refl'flhitl9 fosle. too.

e9gb
;.~;~

2for lIt

o~~~~~__~C~a~ti:o~n~,~vo:c=a=t=io~n:a~l:e:du:c~a=t~io;n~a~n;d~a:u~ill~.O:-;V~i~su~a~I~==.:s;afi;;.~;~~.~~;:~a~n~~~d~::~::::::::::::::::::::~
director.

androbaccotaxinspectors.
BELL TELEPHONE LAB~RATORY -

Business School
To Iionor ~tudcnls
AI K'9(ft'utive Ni:!ht
The School of Business
Student Council is sponsoring
an .. Executive Night pragram'
at 7::>0 p.m. Wednesday in the
University Ballroom to honor
students who earned high
grade averages during the
winter term.
Invitations were sent to students in all academic areas.
not just the School of BUSiness.
The main speaker for the
evening will be Arthur Prell.
associate professor in marketing and head of the Business
Research Bureau.
The School of Business
faculty, several student organizations in business and
local businessmen will also
attend.

WHEN THE OCCASION
CALLS FOR

MOVING
TRY

KEENE

Now! CAMARO PACESEnER SALE!

(amaro's lower, wider,heavier,roomier
than any other car at its price. And starting today,
there'S another reason to buy right away:.
!~~tCllly eq~pped (amaros at special savings.
You get all this:. the big 155-hp Six,
de luxe steering wheel and extra interior trim,
wheel covers, whilewalls, bumper guards, front and r~Clr,
wheel opening moldings and body side striping.

UNITED VAN LINES

NO EXTRA COST!

Carbondale
457 -2068

Now, during the sal., the special hood strip~
and floor-mounted shift for the 3.speed transmission
are available at no e.tra cos,!
Se~ your Chevrolet dealer now and savel

Budget Plan Moving
MOVI.r. WITH CAr.E .• EVfRYWMERf

"UTHOR1~EO ~~
®

.

AGENT FOR

~

United Van Lines
.~d

ro I\LL 50 ST.\TE5
":"re T!'Ian :OQ t."<l"f"iilln Lan~.5

.. L":::-..i.""i_ __

·~·r
CAM.l'."lO CHGSt"N 19\) 7 I"DI:'NAPOLIS 500 PACE C..l.R
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SIU Relay Teams Set Three New School Marks
The SIU track team brought
three school and one meet
record home from Saturday's
Kentucky Relays at Lexington.
The three school marks all
fell to Saluki relay teams.
The 880 squad of Robin
Coventry, John QUillen, Chuck
Benson and Ross MacKenzie
ran second in the finals with
a time of 1:26.6. The four
mile entry of Dave Chischolm.
Al Ackman, Jeff Duzbury and
Oscar Moore ran second to
Notre Dame in 16:56.8 The old
.., school four mile mark was
17:03.3, set in 1962.
Chisholm started things
with a 4:17.7 mile, followed
by
Ackman's 4: 19.5, DuxDOUBLES TEAM--AI Pena. abov.. left. and Jerry Garver get in
some practice Friday prior 10> .vinning their doubles match with a bury's 4:11.5 and Moore's
4:08.1.
University of Missouri pair. Pen a and Garver teamed again SatThe 440 relay team also
urday for another doubles victOlY against Illinois. Both plavers
smashed an old SIU standard
als<> won singles victories against both teams
with a 41.4. good for third

Netmen Cap Perfect Weekend
With 9-0 Win Over Illinois
It was a perfect weekend
for tennis Friday and Saturday. at least as far as the
Saluki netmen are concerned.
Southern ran its record to
3-0 with 9-0 wins over both
Missouri and Illinois.
The Salukis lost only two
sets to the nUni Saturday
and that was two more than
they dropped to Missouri.
Mike Sprenc;elmeyer defeated nUnois' No. man Ed
Thompson. 7-5, 6-3. Jose Villarete fell behind Dave Holden
1-6, but rallied, 6-3 and 8-6
for the victory. AI Pena defeated Mike Elbl. 6-2. 6-0;
Johnny Yang won over Steve
Levenson, 11-9,6-2; Jay Maggiore defeated Rick Wunzel
6-3. 6-8, 6-2; and Jerry Carver took Bob Burkholder, 6-3,
6-2.
Sprengelmeyer and Villarete teamed for a doubles
win over Thompson and Levenson. 6-3 and 6-3. as did
Pen a and Garver over Elbl
and Holden, 6-4 and 6-3. and

Sailing Club
Wins Regatta
The SIU Sailing Club won
a triangular regatta Saturday
at Crab Orchard lake by defeating teams from DePauw
and Iowa. SIU took the top
spot by winning five of the
six races.
DePauw was the runner-up
with one first, three seconds
and one third place. Iowa took
one second and five rhird
places.
SIU will go to the University
of Indiana April 22 for the
Hoosier Classic Regatta and
to Iowa May 20 for a regatta
four other

Maggiore and Yang over Burkholder and Wurtzel. 6-2, 6-3.
The Salukis will go toOklahoma this weekend for the
Oklahoma City Invitational.
There they will play four
matches. against NonhTexas.
Oklahoma. Tulsa and Oklahoma City. Friday and Saturday.
Oklahoma and Nonh Texas
are the defending Big Eight
and Missouri Valley champions and SIU Coach Dick LeFevre rates Oklahoma City
the team to beat in its own
tourney.
Thp Sooners are already 8-1
and Nonh Texas will be defending the 1966 Oklahoma
City Invitational crown.

Dependable
USED CARS
-1965 Dodge Dan 174, 4
Dr., 6
Cyl. Standard
Trans..
16,JOO
Miles,
34,000 Miles Factory Remaining.
-1965 Dodge CustOm 880,
4 Dr. Power Steering.
Power Brakes, Air Condt.,
25.000 Miles Factory Warranty Remaining.
-1965 Plymouth Sport Fury,
2 Dr •• H.T •• 426 Engine,
4 Speed. 14,000 Factory
Warranty Remaining.
-1963 Olds. Cutlass Conwert.. V -8 Automatic.
-1957 MGA Coupe.
-1965 Chevy Impala. 4 DR.,
V-8 Automatic. Air Condr.,
I owner.
-1967 Coronet Station Wagon Fun Power, Fac. Air,
Disc Brakes, New Car
Warranty,
Factory Executive Car.
-1964
Valiant,
34,000
Miler.. 4 Dr.. Automatic.
Extra Clean.

SMITH
MOTOR

place. The same four runners
teamed up in both the 440
and 880.
Both the varsity and frosh
mile relaY squads ran second
to Tennessee's entries.
Southern had three individual winners in Moore, invitational two-mile, John
Vernon, triple jump, and
Chuck Benson, high jump.

:\Ioore's winning time was
8:51.2. Vc"non set a Relays
record by going ~7' 8" and
Benson cleared 6'7" in the
high jump.
The Salukis will face tWO
of the top teams in the Big
Eight Saturday when they play
host to Oklahoma and Kansas
State in :\lcAndrew Stadium,
in their first home meet

-------------------1
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•.• Because it will send them a copy of your college parer
ever, day it's printed •• for a whole term. With a gift subscription
to the Daily Egyptian, your parents will be able to keep abreast
of what's going on at SIU·· and it might even tell them a couple
of things you forget in you. letters!
Dod is sure to get a thrill out of watching the Salukis go,
go, go (an to victory, we hope), and Mom is sure to get a chuckl ..
out of Gus Bode. And ever~ 30dy's sure to be interested in the
editorial page,. reflecting student opinion. And.there is campus
news and actiyities and intellectual things and lots more.
So, wh, don't you just dip out the coupon, mail it in witia
two bucks (or be a sport, and endose six dollars for four terms )?
Mom, Dod, brothers, sisters, grandmas, grandpas, aunts, undes,
girl friends, boy friends or. just a few of the peopl. who might
be interested. Mail it in today.
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Softball Managers
To Meet at 4 p.m •

Odd Bodkins
.. !1'~ K'f M01ro.. "S~1f~~ A
HAI~'t ~I~ARO 1HMJ AfAT
NA~~D ~U~p~ 1'URT~f:" •

The intramural department
will hold a softball !TIanagers
meeting at -I p.m. wday in
Room 125 of the Arena. Team
rosters and a $2 entry fee are
due at the meeting.
All teams must be represented at the meeting.

GUNS
-New and Used

- All Kinds
-Will Trade

Southern Wallops Memphis State Tigers With 16-0 Score
Skip Pitlock pitched a nohitter in the final round of a
three game series against
Memphis State Saturday which
enabled the Salukis to grab
one win in the three CODtt:15ts.
Pitlock struck our four and
walked five in the 16-0 game
at Memphis. Tenn. Pitlock's
mates gave him the best offensive support an SIU pitcher bas had all season. The
Salukis rocked four Tiger
pitchers for 13 hits and scored
16 runs to completely dominate. The Tigers had taken
the first two games of the
series. 5-3 and 5-2.
Southern displayed the hitting: power that made possible
the .290 team batting average
before the SalukiS met Memphis State.
Four Saluki lLtters clubbed
homers to account for half of
the runs.
Southern pushed three runs
across in the first inning, two
of them from Don Kirkland's
homer. The Salukis also
scored three tallies in the
third. Barry O' Sullivan

started the rally with a single
and advanced to second as
Jerry Evans walked. Bmh
O'Sullivan and Evans scored
when catcher Jack Finney
homered.
The SaIuki offensive party
wasn't over yet. Southern
scored another three runs in
the fourth. triggered by DW~elht
Clark's circuit rap. Kirkland
started the inning with a double
and scored on a single by Nick
Solis. Clar:< then hit his homer
for the third Saluki roundtripper and ninth run.
By this time. the Tiger
pi!ching staff was deeper in
trouble-lack of control from
the mound led to six more
Saluki runs in the sixth.
Memphis State issued five free
passes in the sixth and further
helped Southern's cause with
tWi> wild pitches. The only
Saluki hit in the inning was a
single by O'Sullivan.
Gene Hanson ended the
scoring spree in the seventh
with the fourt~and finalbome run.
The first game of the

double-header Saturday. the Dykes pinch-hit and rapped a
second game ofthe series, was double to score Jerry Evans
almost a carbon copy of Fri- who had walked.
day's game.
Howard Nickason started
for SIU and lasted four innings.
He was pounded for three runs
and six hits. MeanwhUe. the
Salukis could only muster two
runs and four hits off of Bob
Allen who struck out 10 Salukis in the game.
Solis scored a run for SID
in the first when he singled
and eventually scored on a
grounder by O·Sullivan. The
other Saluki score was manufactured in the fifth when Jim

JIM'S
SPORTING GOODS

Film Processing

24 Hour Service
KodaColor &: Black&White

1\.1enn \is\
1"

Se;

213 W. Jllain
7-5715

~
. -

open seven days aweek
twenty-rour lIoursaday

D'AILY EGYPTIAN CLASSIFIED ACTION ADS
The Daily Egyptian reserves the right to reject any advertising copy. No refunds an cancelled a~.

'M 3U5 Honda Scrambler, best offer,
good condition. Call 9-3270.
2046

FOR SALE
F.,r sale. (Q5'1 Star trailer Iv,5U.
$1800. If interested call -157-2318.
1955
19b5 Corvair Monza. Excdlen[ con-

dilion. Phone 5-19-5807.

1969

Goli clubs. Brand new, neVer used.
Still in plasoic cover. sell for half.
Calt 7-1334.
1979
Honda, CB160. Immaculate, $-115, or
be~t offer. Call 5-19-5183 after 5.
2000

1966 305 Honda Scrambler With
helmet, mirrors. Call Jeff. 9-573U.
2047

1965 AlJstate 250 cc. C all Ron. ext.
52 or '19-"-2.';51. low milage rm.
N5.
2067

Air conditioned, beautif~lIy furnished
cottage. Located on WolfCreelcRoad.

'64 250 Sprint H. Good condition.
Musr sacrific". Ph. 9-3964 after 6.

no children. Faculty preferred. Poone
942-4901.
1006

2068

camera Leic:> 3-F, 50mm and 135
mm. $130 or beSt offer. 9-5544. 2048
porsche-1957 cpe, runs. $250. or
best offer. 9-5541.
2049

Garage sale: Furnlt'~r", clothes etc.
sale starts April 15. and will continue until everything sells. 213 S.
13th Sr. Mfbo. Phone 684-4176. 2069

Parilla 250 Grandspon Motorcycle.
Good condition. $200. or offer. 9554-1.
2050

Srereo rape recor<ler, 4 uack speed.
I year old. Good condo 3-4741. 2070

19ftO Veue-2 tops.4sp.excellentcond.
PlOne 687-1607 or 549-5620.
2051

Color Polarold#I04. W/flash.Retails
$80. sell $60. Call 5..9-44786-9pm.
20'1

For sale: Honda 305 Super Hawk.
Excellent cQnditlon. Inquire at 709
W. College.
2019

'62 Austin Healey Sprite. White, 2
lOpS, very clean. $750. Ph. 3-2822.
2052

19M T. Bird Landau, full power.
Inc. Windows and seats. Emerg. panel
brand new tires. Loving care given
this car for 25,00\) original miles.
Exceptionally clean. $1900. 9-1330
after 6.
2022

1966 Suzukl,X6 25Occ, like new, low
milage $575. Call 549-6185 after 4.
2053

Fast 1%1 TriulT.ph BOM. New engine
goodies. $550. 9-133U after 6 P.M.
2023

Camera single-lens reflex F2 lens.
One year old, less tban balf price.
9-3732.
2056

2 all chrome as[ro mags, witb
Flippers. $30 each. C ontacr Jim,
Lake Heights Trailer Ct. Tr. 1/5.
2024

1%4 Volkswagon. best offer. Clean
inside • out. MechanicaDy perfect.
549-6162.
2057

fOR RENT

Ride the best. 1%2 BMWR-60. 6OOcc.
Ex. cone!. A good buy $750. Ph. 5494414.
2058

What'S .itb Wilson Hall? (t's for men
and It's great. Check it ouEfor summer
and fall terms. Lo<:ated clo,,",. at tile
coroer of Park and Wall. contact
Don Clucas. 457-2169.
1019

For sale. Gibson guitar. MelityMaker
and Gibson amp. Uke new. $180.00.
919 W. Main. Carbondale. Pit. 457848!.
2025
1959 Uberty IOx50 l bdr. Wildwood
T r. Ct. no. Call 9-3152 after 5.
Available immedIately.
2026
Air conditioner, 12,500 B.T .. U.. Recemly reconditioned. Ph. 549-2788.
2027
Cycle parts. Honda right side mir-

ror no... 5/.25. Scrambler handle
bars. 56.00, Dunlap universal tire,
2. 75xl 'I for W.oo. Wcbco mufflers
S6,~O. ?-J 887.
2075
For fast r('~ult;-; plact" your clast::ified
a.," With the OJily Egyptian, Call
-I;;; i-lJ;;-J. dt :![(IP by r -IS.
20i~
t.,(lmpl~h"

U·; d!vt":>rs scuha :lutfif.
L;k".' !1t·W .. 'S:!lJII ..IJI' Plwnt.. l~3_:~~:;t).

".. 042

For sale. Alfa Romero Spyder. 1957,
red. Stevenson Arms. Rm 219. 20:;5

1966 Co.vette spon coupe. 350 HP.
4 speed posl-trac,ion. AM-FM radio.
air conditioned. ti~d zlass r wood
wheet, 12,000 miles. Must seD.
$3,550. Phone Marion, 993-3055. 2038

2 rugs good condition will sell to
best offer. Call Harvery 9-2801, 2041
'65 305 Honda Super Hawk. excellent
cond. Must sell, cheap. Doug 7-7606.
2063

1963 Chevy S.s. 327, 300 HP. 4 speed.
Ex. cond. Call aft. 5 p.m. 9-3963.
2064
rent 9xQ umbreUa. used twicc, $35.
Call Keith at 3-2740 or ;-0672. 2un5
'M Vnlkswu.gen, good sh~pe, edit q31.')1 5-7 p.m. Wurth $tiIJV. Sell ff)r
$;'(11)..

·;It".'"

Eleculc range, in working condition.
Cheap. 457-24011 after 4 p.m. 2072
We sell and buy used fUrniture. Phone
549-1782.
IC08
Por sale, 1963, 6 cylinder Chevy.
Good condo can .457-5486.
1025
1957 Thunderbird. Immaculate condition, claSSic, seriouS buyers caD
549-1526.
1027

House trailers and bouse. All utilities.
fUrnished. Air condo see at location.
319 E. Hester.
1899
SU!lervlsed lIouse for girls. 405 W.
College 1/2 block from campus. Call
7-4093.
1972
ApprO.,.," oouse In Country for 6
nlen. 4 mi. from campus. Quiet with
large living space. Summer and fall.
Call 457-8661,
2059
Vacancy to .. girl In accepted ht.~se
immediarely. near Cdmpus With
kitchen. $90. Call 457-8661.
20,,0
Furmshed or unfurnished ap[s .. Two
bedroom, air condiritJniJllZ.. central
t(lcation. Conract Bleyer ReJlty. Ph.
9".j:-4S~S.

Evenint; ':.111 Tom Gentry.

o.JS5-4:-f)S~

1007

in the middle of Fox HunringCoumry..

pasture for horses. Married couple.

C'dale duplex for re~. 2 Mr•• fUrnished, air condo Call Dean Biule.
549-2166. Alter 5, 549-5051.
lOll
Carbondale sleeping rqom. kitchen
privileges. 312 W. Jackson. $30. Ph.
985-4f167.
1017
Not only is Wilson Hall the newest
off campus dorm. bur bas the mosr
fresh water due 11> Its unique 10cadon across the road from the
water plant on Park lit Wall. 4572169.
1020
Murphysboro bousenailer. IOx50.
Phone 549-1778 after 5 p.m. or any
time week ends.
1028
House uallers for rent. Tentatively
~roved accepted liVing centers.
Chuck's Rentals. 549-3374.
1029

HELP WANTED
1%7 Summer Job Catalog. Stan your
career thiS summer with a major US
corporation.
Excellent salaries.
Catalog lists over 10.000 Openillis
available this summer for men and
women 6lUdents. send $2,00 today
11>: Arner. Assn. of College Students,
30 Nonh LaSalle. CbiC3go, JIllllOls
60602.
2016
Can't find a job? Contact or stop by
our office. Free registration. No
obligation unles we place you. Employers pay many fees. Downstate
Emp. Agency. 103 S. Washington.
Suite 210. 549-3366.
2010
Girl wanted to do personal buSiness
typing 2-3 lIours per week. Must have
typewriter. Excellent way to earn
spending money. call Dick at 5434182.
2041

Announcers full and part time, must
have 3rd clas. license. WIN1 Radio,
Murphysboro, 1lJ. Call 684-1118 for
appointmem.
2073
Wamed: Coil~ge
5;!Ies exp .. , w')rk.
t{c-ply Dally

student. c10rhing
afternoon ..

5ch~dult·

E!o!~"ptian.

8(.I'x

~9-.

](·15

Wantf d immediately for this quac[er-

person wltn music background. Must
be qualified to [each 4 hours 3. week.
Good salary; ",ust have .ransportation. Call 7-5172 or 9-6197. IU1-1

SERVICES OFFERED
Typing--Have your term papers typed
by experienced secretary on new IBM
seleclrlc With carbon ribbon. Call
9-3723.
2033

Ex-Marine combat correspondent
re\:ently returned from Viet Nam
will speak before any group. answer
any questions honestly for small fee.
Contact Mr. Harder. 549-4778, after
6 p.m.
2062
RidIng horses: See our twenty head
and select one of our gentle horses
for your uail ride. Also riding lessons
are available by appointment. Colp
Stables, West Chatuqua Road, Carbondale. Ph. 457-2503.
1010
New Nursery School - the finest
educational preschool in So. JIl. is
now
open.
SpeCiafly designed
buildings on 2 lots. FlMst equipment. experienced degree teachers.
Morning. afternoon and summer
sessions of 15 hrs. Weekly. Visitors
welCOme. 2il6 Alexander. Mfbo. Ph.
687-1525, between 8:30-4:00.
1012
Educational Nursey School. Carbondale. fewopenlngs,Children 3-5 years
old. Enriched program. Foreign
language Insttuction.CalI7-8509.I021

LOST
Female

Siamese

cat, near W.
Fr"eman and Valley Rd. call 45i2041.
2061

PERSONAL
Persons lnterested in Objectivism,
Philosophy of Ayn Rand, am:tlvI

r.h"~

or Atlas Shrugged &. The FoumJm
~i~:~~3 pI~:scB~~~~~~t ~~~rt,BO~~;~j~
·5-7 p.m. w-!de •.:itUs.

':I'--i
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ludy Wills A.dds 3 Individual Titles to SIUVictory
By Tom Wood
It's beginning to look like
the only way Southern could
suffer a defeat in women's
gymnastics would be for Judy
Wills to form her own team.
of which she would be coach,
sole performer and publicity
agent.
Coach Herb Vogel's squad
won its 42nd consecutive victory Friday night and once
again dominated the collegiate
championships. Miss Wills put
on a show of her own Satunlay
and it was equally as impressive. winning three individual titles.
The trampoline, vaulting and
tumbling medals belong to
Miss Wills. who showed that
besides being one of...thecoun-

try's top gymnasts she belongs
in a class with the Ringling
Brothers, Abe Saperstein
and others as far as showmanship is concerned.
Cries of "Chicken Fat:' a
tag her coach stuck her with
In the season's first meet.
greeted Judy each time she
stepped onto the floor to perform. It was encouragement
from her' biggest boosters.
who never failed to give her
standing ovations after her 9.5
In tumbling, 9.0 in trampoline
and 9.3 in vaulting.
Miss Wills' domination of
two of these events, tumbling
and trampoline, have spurred
opposing coaches to attempt to
get the events abolished from
the team scoring. A meeting
late Saturday night showed

possibilities of doing so, until
vogel talked several coaches
into changing their votes.
Apparently just about the
only one who isn't fully convinced of Miss Wills" dominance over all other takers is
Centenary's Janie Speaks,
who was never far behind Miss
Wills throughout the night.
Miss Speaks managed a first
place tie In vaulting, a second
In tumbling and fourth In
trampoline. She also won the
free exercise event and finished third In beam, for one
of the best all around showIngs Saturday.
Southern captured the first
three places in trampoline.
Nancy Smith and Sue Rogers
trailed Miss Wills. SIU took
three firsts, two seconds,
three thirds and five fourth
places in Saturday's individual
finals.
Donna Schaenzer, who won
the all around Friday. was
hampered by an injury Saturday, which kept her out of
most of the events. She did
tie for first in bars and
finished fourth in tumbling and
vaUlting. Gail Daley took a
third in bars and fourth places
in free exercise and balance
beam. Miss Rogers finished
third in tumbling and trampoline and Joanne Hoshimoto
took fourth place in bars.
Miss Speaks finished with
two firsts, a second, a third
and a fourth place. Her teammate. Sue McDonnel tied Miss
Schaenzer in bars and finished
second in beam.

nUnois' Linda Metheny won
the balance beam competition
and finished third in vaulting.
The weekend was very rewarding for Vogel and his undefeated team, but may have
also been very costly. Southern's top three all around
performers are sidelined with

injuries. The condition of ;l.liss
Schaenzer and ~tiss Hoshimoto is doubtful due to injuries they suffered Friday
and Linda Scott is stilI sidelined with a pulled muscle.
Vogel is hoping for quick recoveries from all before the
AAU championships> jus t
three weeks off.

~
:1ANDHILLS

GOLF COURSE
SY2 Miles South
of Carbondale Rr. 51

Special
Slullenl
.Vembership
Rales
.Individual Memberships
• Family Memberships
(;REE~ FEES
WEEg DAYS BEFORE 3P.:vJ.
9 HOLES 51.25

WEEin~~,,~ A,J;-1ER 3P.:II.
9 HOLES 51.50
18 HOLES.52.50

SAT., SUN. & HOLIDAYS
9 HOLES $1.75
18 KOLES 53.00

Gant Shirts Give You
RANK HATH ITS PRlVlLEGES--President Detyte W. Morris had
the Dest job around Saturday night when he presented ft87's women gymnasts their team trophy and Congratulated each personally. Here Monis carries out his duties, planting a kiss on the
cheek of Sue Rogers who doesn't seem to mind a bit.
(Photo by Tom Wood)

Trim Appearance
For Springtime Fun

Golfers Lose at Champaign,
Robinson Medalist With 157
Gary Robinson won the
medalist award for the top
individual play Saturday in a
triangular golf meet at the
University of Illinois in Champaign.
Robinson shot a 157 for
36 holes in the meet to finish
one stroke ahead of Bob Wallad and Dan Bishop of the
University of illinOis who
finished the day with 158.
The Salukis finished second
with 803 points. The Illini had
793 to win and Eastern illinois University finished third
with 851 points.
Dave Wargo wasn"t far behind Robinson for the Saiukls.
Wargo finished two strokes
behind the leader with a total
of 159. Wargo and Robinson

were the only SaIuki golfers
to defeat both of their opponents.
Robinson had a 78 in the
first 18 and a 79 in the final
18 holes for his total of 157
and Wargo had an 81 and a 78
for fiis total of 159.
Eight played for each team
in the meet but only the five
lowest scores were totaled
for the team total.
Steve Heckel had 161.
Robert Ernst finished with 163
and Jack Downly had a 164
for other SaIuti team scores.
Jim Schon hoff finished with a
sub-par 170. Dennis Kortkamp
had a 172 and Terry Rohlfing
had a 174 for the remaining
Saluki scores.

Score high on compliments for
practically any Spring or Summer
occasion with Gant shirts from
Goldsmith's. Magnificently smooth,
trim and fresh looking, our col·
lection of shirts will assurlt you
of a" the comfort, color, form and
fit you deserve to square you
away for Spring and Summer fun.
Whenyaur fancy turns to thoughts
of casual liVing, tvrn to Z·G Gald.
smith's for the shirt styles that
will make your Spring and Summer even more enjoyable. Stop in
today.

GANT SHIRTS FROM $7.50
OTHER SHIRTS FROM $5.00

OPTOMETRIST
Examinations

OFFICE HOURS. 9,00

'0

S:~

Just Off Campus

81 I S. Illinois

Daily

THE "KEE" TO GOOD VISION
CONTACTS: $59.50
GLASSES FROM $12.70

t9olb~11titIJ~ ~
Open A Z-G Charge Account

